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The seed head of a Dandelion, photographed on a roadside in the foothills of the
Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia, symbolises the strategies for renewal and survival
that characterise so much of the plant kingdom, strategies that might be considered
as a definitive demonstration of sustainability. The Dandelion has become a weed in
many countries, including Australia, to which it is not native. Its success is certainly
attributable to its superb strategies for the dispersal of its seeds. Its success may
also be attributable to the undeniable aesthetic qualities of the plant whether in flower
or in seed. Does it also symbolise a new direction for planting design in the quest for
sustainability in landscape design?
(Photography by Glenn Thomas)
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Study abstract
The aim of the project has been to develop the theoretical framework of a new
planting design paradigm to support sustainable landscape design. The project has
involved the content analysis of a cross section of international literature representing
both traditional and emerging theoretical positions. This analysis has resulted in the
identification of a diverse range of thematic approaches that have been variously
applied to planting design.
A design study of a specific site, selected to encourage a deliberate focus of design
on sustainable landscape issues was then taken through a two stage workshop
process of conceptual design and peer review. The peer review involved a detailed
examination of three conceptual approaches to dealing with the case study site in
relation to the themes identified in the literature review.
What has emerged is that there is no clear pattern evident to support the objective of
developing the theoretical framework of a new planting design paradigm. It is clear
that there are discernible trends and that considerations driven by a sustainable ethic
are increasingly applied. It is equally clear that many of the traditional theories of
planting design are still evident in ecologically driven contemporary design. The case
study demonstrated that the overall mix of traditional and emerging theories applied
to planting design is highly variable and will be influenced by intended end use of the
site, the existing characteristics of site and context and the particular belief systems
of the designers involved.
The project has shown that a great deal of debate and further research is necessary
if there is to be a definitive planting design paradigm to support sustainable
landscape design.
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11.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
Planting design within landscape architecture has tended to follow the modernist movement
paradigm of form follows function (Clouston, 1977; Crowe, 1981; Hackett, 1979; Robinette,
1972 – refer to Appendix 1). The few exceptions are found where planting design is
represented as abstract art by such designers as Roberto Burle Marx, George Hargreaves,
Peter Walker and Martha Schwartz The. functions which planting design has traditionally
addressed have either related to beautification (display, screening) or climate amelioration
(shade, shelter) overlayed with aesthetic landscape concepts.
Over the past few years it has become evident that plants have a significant role to play in
the design of sustainable environments, particularly in the area of urban water management,
remediation of toxic sites, integration with sustainable buildings for energy conservation and
air quality. There is a need to coordinate the disparate work that is going on in these areas.
Along with the applied aspect of planting design, there is well developed body of theory on
contemporary art issues that informs the way the medium of plants is used as art in the
constructed landscapes of the future.
The research team and its associates have previously undertaken pioneering research in the
areas of:
 the history of landscape design and plant usage in Australia (Armstrong, 1996; Sim,
1999);
 technological issues of planting design including water sensitive dryland designs and the
sustainable use of Australian native plants (Poulton, 2000, Thomas, 1997);
 the phytoremediation of toxic sites (Steiner, 2000); and
 sustainable interfaces between hard and soft landscapes (Thomas, 1999a);
The original intent of this research was to develop a new planting design paradigm that
synthesises all of these emerging bodies of knowledge, using a creative work as a form of
exploration. The work was targeted at the core activity of landscape architecture which, in
many instances is failing to meet the emerging needs outlined. The benefit of this research
has been the development of a suitably coherent theoretical framework to support on-going
research and practice in planting design.
1.2 Revised project aims and significance
This research project has sought to develop the theoretical framework of a new planting
design paradigm to support sustainable landscape design. Its significance lies in the
imperative for landscape design that is responsive to the world-wide agenda for
environmental responsibility and sustainable development. The existing picturesque,
modernist and neo-classical approaches to planting design were generated in the early part
of the 20th century or earlier as an aesthetic response and are still in popular use in
landscape architecture. They do not have the capacity to address environmental issues in
anything other than a superficial manner.
21.3 Original research method
This work has involved an exploration of the
existing traditional and the emerging theoretical
frameworks thereby identifying relevant
contemporary positions. A case study site, to be
selected for the range and complexity of issues,
was to be used to give indicators to the validity of
this framework and give direction for further work.
An appropriate site for the case study was to be
selected and the relevant physical, social and
economic parameters assembled, processed and
analysed within the context of the project
objectives.
A number of conceptual models for design options,
each with a particular bias (eg indigenous plants,
water sensitive urban design, pollution control,
environmental art or historical/cultural contexts)
were to be developed using the consolidated
theory.
Critical review of the conceptual models by the
research team would seek to identify the critical
links that can integrate the initial biases into a new
an flexible abstract model. A key element of this
review was to be a critique derived from
contemporary environmental art theory to break
down the current barriers imposed by the
picturesque, modernist and neo-classical planting
design paradigms.
This stage was to mark a rigorous analysis/testing
of the emerging design paradigms. The research
method to be a hermeneutic circle of creative
design and interpretations where there is a
reflexive circulation between subject (designers
and peers) and object (design concepts), ie
between two referential frames. A combination of
self and group reflection supported by peer review
tests to refine the models developed.
Synthesis of the developed concepts into a coherent
yet flexible framework for a new planting design
paradigm to reflect the creative research approach
from which it has evolved. To be effective in
application and refinement with further research,
designers and researchers will need to be able to
work interactively with the developed model.
Consolidate the
theoretical position
Prepare site data for
the Case Study
Develop a range of
conceptual designs
for evaluation and
testing
Testing through a
design critique
process
Reflection and peer
review
Synthesis and
outputs
31.4 Revised research method
The work involved exploring the existing traditional
and the emerging theoretical frameworks and
identifying relevant contemporary positions. A
case study site, selected for an appropriate range
and complexity of issues, was used to give
indicators to the validity of this framework and give
direction for further work.
An appropriate site for the case study was selected
and an adequate level of data assembled,
processed and analysed within the context of the
project objectives.
A number of conceptual models for design options,
each with a particular bias (eg indigenous plants,
water sensitive urban design, pollution control,
environmental art or historical/cultural contexts)
were developed using the consolidated theory.
Critical review of the conceptual models by the
research team sought to identify the critical links
that can integrate the initial biases into a new an
flexible abstract model. The intended critique
derived from contemporary environmental art
theory was not pursued at this time.
Further work is required to establish an appropriate
review framework.
The original research method was only partially
followed. It had become clear that the work in
progress was indicating the emergence of a range
of new environmentally based ideologies that might
evolve into new paradigms in time or with further
work. The analysis and testing was therefore
carried out by the Research Team itself.
Synthesis of the work of the project has produced a
structured exploration of both traditional and
emerging theories and practices of planting design
within landscape architecture. The outcome has
been to identify a range of emerging theoretical
positions and ideologies to guide further work. To
encourage further research, designers and
researchers will need to be able to work with the
developed models through a publication in both print
and digital form.
Consolidate the
theoretical position
Prepare site data for
the Case Study
Develop a range of
conceptual designs
for evaluation and
testing
Testing through a
design critique
process
Reflection and peer
review
Synthesis and
outputs
41.5 Structure of report
The following flow chart illustrates the organisational structure of this report:
LITERATURE
REVIEW
THEORETICAL
CONCEPTS IN
TRADITIONAL
PLANTING DESIGN
Contemporary
planting design
publications
A content analysis
Conventional planting
design theory
A review
Art and
environmental design
theory
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52.0 Theoretical concepts
in traditional planting
design
2.1 Introduction
Planting design has embodied several theoretical frameworks over time. In this
chapter, an exploration of planting design concepts (and their historical and
contemporary contexts) are presented. With this background established, later
chapters explore the emerging ideas and theory about planting design.
2.1.1 The 'garden' as arranged plants.
Throughout the history of people on this planet Earth, plants have been specifically
selected and propagated in a variety of arrangements to express the cultural amenity
and philosophies of their creators. These arrangements are known broadly as
gardens or controlled nature and idealized landscapes, and in the instance of this
chapter the term 'garden' will provide an umbrella for all controlled landscapes.
The garden is about the selection of suitable plants to meet particular purposes, but
the over-riding theme for making gardens is arranging plant elements to make
beautiful and artistic creations that meet all the needs of people in a wide-ranging
spectrum of life-sustaining requirements. Helphand (in Francis and Hester, 1990)
reiterates this notion: 'The art and the agriculture constitute another of the garden’s
dialectics, symbolic of the contrast between our most basic needs and profound
desires, The garden can be a source of spiritual as well as physical sustenance.'
As such, these garden arrangements expressed and still express today the learning
and knowledge of specific times and the patterns or designs of the garden reflected
and reflect the learning and knowledge of horticulture whilst mirroring the current
fashions and art forms. Thus, these garden’s designs and arrangements have been
and still are a reinforcement of beliefs, cultural styles, perceptions of beauty and a
conscious portrayal of people’s life styles and habits.
It was, and still is the ‘want’ of people to create a perfect place and the garden
provides the opportunity to realize a Paradise on earth as described in different ways
in the various books handed down to religious sects. The Christian Bible is one such
text. The description of Paradise in the book of Genesis speaks of the perfect place
where people can dwell in harmony with nature whose bountiful hand provide all the
needs for a sustainable life, not only for the body but for the souls as well, Schröer
(1990) describes this place as, 'In the beginning was Paradise… [It] symbolizes
mankind’s dream of life in mythical accord with nature. From time immemorial, the
setting of this natural, harmonious way of life has been the garden.'
62.1.2. Plants as design elements.
The garden is an art form and sits comfortably within the realm of fine art, because
the making of a garden is about the arrangement of plants and other appropriate
elements in an harmonious way to meet the meaning and dialogue that the word
harmonious conjures up. Sylvia Crowe (1958) suggests that,
Gardens are the link between men [sic] and the world … A garden can give two
separate pleasures – the pleasure of growing a plant with its individual beauty
and the pleasure of the garden as a whole and entails some understanding of the
laws of harmony and composition that go into the making of a piece of art.
Further evidence that the garden was considered as an art form can be seen
throughout history in Egyptian, Greek and Roman wall frescoes, Persian woven rugs
whereon the garden form was duplicated, English illuminated works, European
landscape paintings and Chinese and Japanese scrolls which reinforced the notion of
the garden as a perfect place (Berrall, 1978; Hyams, 1971; Jellicoe, 1975; Joyce,
1985; Lees, 1970; Perry 1972). Not only was the garden articulated as a painting, but
also it was used as a background for theatre, dance and a setting for poetry and
other literature. The garden was akin to the visualization of dreams. Soueiff
(1999:364) suggests that, ‘Painting is a kind of visual poetry as poetry is a kind of
verbal painting’, and so it could be said that gardens are the sensory experiential
form of painting.
Garden design was also analogous with intellectual pursuit, as the learnéd practices
of gardening were passed on from the master to apprentice in accord with the music
master, the artist master and others who passed on their finer skills in order that fine
art could be perpetuated and developed. Later, newly developed scientific knowledge
was passed on by this process and by other educational means.
Gardens are powerful settings for human life transcending time, place and culture.
They are mirrors of ourselves and reflections of sensual and personal experiences.
By making gardens, using them and admiring them we create our idealized order of
nature (Tuan 1974). Garden design alters with circumstances, fashion and time and
today a new concept has developed which attends to an awareness of current
environmental degradation and crisis (Poulton 2000). This is described by Steiner
(2001a) who suggests that, ‘Since the mid-20th century planting design has also
developed for ecological restoration, environmental engineering purposes and clean-
up purposes’, and aligned with this a ‘phenomenon of Environmental Art has
emerged since the 1960s' which through grand gestures on the earth’s surface
generates a growing awareness of the necessity of correct choice of plants for the
appropriate situation.
2.2 Conventional Planting Design Theory
Barbara Steiner, a landscape architect researching towards a Masters degree at
QUT undertook a reflective analysis of planting design theory in history. A brief
summary of her initial findings is reported here. Steiner (2001a) observed two
important factors about the use of plants in design. The first concerns the nature of
plants as design elements:
Plants, the design media, are living, dynamic organisms, changing through the
seasons, rendering landscapes into settings of continuous, natural rituals. This
7constant process of growth and decay, intimately linked to time and space,
makes planting design one of the most complex and challenging art forms.
The second concerns the range of uses of plants by human beings:
Planting design is present in many human activities and places including: private
gardens and estates, "agriculture, private gardens, urban settings, public parks,
and botanic gardens; …amenity planting for streets, recreational parks and
sporting fields, highways and industrial areas. Since the mid-20th century planting
design has also been developed for ecological restoration, environmental
engineering purposes and clean-up purposes.
Planting design theory in history discussed by Steiner (2001a) is arranged under
certain themes which reveal the breadth of plant usage by humans for many different
purposes. These thematic headings under the umbrella of 'Plants and Planting
Design Through the Ages' are:
 Planting for Sustenance
 Planting for Pleasure: Delight in Plants
Planting for Amenity and Recreation ; The Concept of Amenity ; Early Evidence of
Amenity Planting ; The Public Realm in Towns and Cities ; Early Public Recreational
Parks ; Public Parks 18 th to 20th Century
 Planting for Symbolism
Spiritual or Religious Realm ; Power ; Ideologies ; The Arts and Crafts Movement 19th
Century ; Native Plants as a Symbol of Pure Race
Steiner then considered several discernible components under these themes,
revealing further depth in understanding about plant usage. She reported the results
arranged under these headings:
 Art and Nature – Planting Design Defined and Redefined
Before the 20th Century ; Contemporary Definitions ; Plants – Unique Design Elements,
Changing Over Time ; An Attempt at Redefining Planting Design
 The Functions of Planting Design [A Typology of Functions of Planting Design lists seven
broad purposes: ]
 effects on people – psychological / emotional;
 effects on people – spiritual;
 effects on people – sensory / mental /physical;
 spatial organisation – static;
 spatial organisation – dynamic;
 environmental engineering; and
 ecological purpose.
 Design Elements and Art Principles
Plants and Their Visual Attributes
The discussion of design elements and art principles was sourced from the following
authorities. The primary design elements of Leszczynski (1999) are: form or shape;
mass; line, structure; texture; and, colour. The design and art principles (various
authors including Colvin in Clouston 1977; Hackett 1979; Leszczynski 1999) were
listed as: balance; rhythm; emphasis; scale and relative scale; simplicity; proportion;
repetition; sequence; contrast; variety/diversity; and, symmetry/asymmetry.
This change in aesthetic ideologies has been taken up in recent times by planting
designers (especially landscape architects) and artists, creating new modes of
design and art which include restoration of toxic sites, land art and environmental art.
Table 2.2 summarizes Steiner’s assessed typology of functions of planting design.
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9Steiner (2001a) discussed more recent developments in planting design which are
particularly relevant for the following chapters. The thematic headings are clustered
under the topic 'New Challenges: Mid-20th Century Onwards':
The Emergence of Ecological Design
Planting for Ecological Conservation and Restoration
Planting for Engineering Purposes
Environmental Clean-up
A final observation about traditional planting design is drawn from Poulton (2000).
The popularity of ecologically-based planting design (especially using 'native plants'
has been revealed as strong among landscape architects and less favoured by
professional and amateur gardeners.
2.3 Planting Publications in Historical Context
Ideas about planting design have been available for centuries prior to the 1900s, but
have been mostly contained within published works providing overall garden design
advice or given scant attention in horticultural manuals which concentrated on plant
lists and cultivation requirements. An Encyclopaedia of Gardening by John Claudius
Loudon (1783-1843) was the standard text for much of the 19th century and featured
everything from plant lists to historical descriptions of regional garden design – a
generous mixture of aesthetic and scientific data. The sub-title of this work indicates
why the book was popular for so long – it covered everything: Comprising the Theory
and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening,
Including all the Latest Improvements ; A General History of Gardening in all
Countries ; and a Statistical View of its Present State, with Suggestions for its Future
Progress in the British Isles.
The extensive writing and publishing efforts on the subject of gardening that occurred
in 19th century Britain have been described comprehensively in Victorian Gardens by
Brent Elliott (1986: 11-13 and in his Bibliography). Specialised magazines on
horticulture introduced both the latest scientific and aesthetic ideas, and began with
the publication by John Claudius Loudon of the Gardener's Magazine (1824 to 1843)
aimed specifically at a middle class readership. This was followed by the Gardeners'
Chronicle (1841-?) published by Joseph Paxton and John Lindley, and the Cottage
Gardener (1848-1860) originally published by George W. Johnson and continued as
the Journal of Horticulture (1861-1915). There are forty-two other journals listed by
Elliott in his bibliography of early works, with the three mentioned by name arguably
the leading and most influential periodical publications according to Elliott.
Together with Loudon's books, the garden design guides written by Charles M'Intosh
(1853, 1855, 1857) and Edward Kemp (1850, 1864) provided the backbone of
expertise for both professional and amateur designers/gardeners within the British
Empire. Loudon's ideas were extensively reinterpreted by the leading authority in the
early 19th Century in America, Andrew Jackson Downing (1815-1852). Downing's
partner Calvert Vaux set up practice with Frederick Law Olmsted (1822-1903) and
together Vaux and Olmsted coined the term landscape architect (as we now know it)
in 1858 for their design of Central Park New York. This leading design team drew
from the preceding written works of Downing and Kemp (protégé of Joseph Paxton).
10
It can be seen that at a time of great botanical exploration and horticultural
experimentation in the 19th century, there were numerous publications (which include
the lengthy garden advice columns in local newspapers) that presented much
information on new plants and new ideas. Aesthetic issues and other design theory
were also discussed, but generally as part of a range of gardening advice. The
design issues typically espoused in these works can be summarised into three core
ideas:
 the aesthetic character of plants and how they can be manipulated to suit various
visual criteria (ranging from picturesque 'wildness' to the perfected order of formal
gardens);
 the utilitarian potential or usefulness of plants for the purposes of ameliorating
climate, privacy, spatial division, framing views, for food, or other productive,
economic values; and,
 for productive, educational or scientific pursuits: influencing selection (collections
of one or two sorts of plants, or monocultures); patterns of arrangement (system
beds, family groups, ecological grouping, mass planting of fields, etc.); and,
presentation (labelling, utility of laying out rather than aesthetic criteria) – as in
market gardens, orchards, farms, all botanic gardens and arboreta, and some
early public parks.
A concentrated effort to draw out the design issues and ideas (theory) behind
planting design arguably has been more prevalent since the mid-20th century
(Robinson (1940; Rose 1938 (various), which coincides with a maturation of the
landscape architecture profession in the USA, Britain and parts of Europe. This
emphasis in writing garden and landscape design guides on planting design theory
has continued in more recent decades, as have the other previously mentioned
traditional approaches.
2.4 Contemporary planting design publications
A review of thirty-one planting design references was undertaken for this project.
Most were standard texts in current usage by landscape architects or garden
designers, some were older influential works, and some were contemporary works on
warm climate gardening or planting design of particular relevance to Australia. The
research team, in consultation with colleagues at QUT, selected these references
according to their own experiences. The full citations for these books are given
separately in Appendix 1. A preliminary analysis of these references was undertaken
to identify the major themes or motivations behind their compilation. The results are
compiled in Table 2.4.1.
There are also stylistic influences on the selection, arrangement and management of
plants evident in these books that are important to consider here. Interestingly, some
works include a wide variety of styles (especially from within the classical and
romantic traditions of design), and some emphasise one particular stylistic approach,
for instance modernism. A few recognise utilitarian traditions and eastern traditions
within this stylistic context, but most do not. There are also stylistic influences on the
selection, arrangement and management of plants that are important to consider.
The other analysis undertaken on this selection of thirty-one references concerned
the kinds (experience and knowledge) of the writers and the perceived markets
(readers) for their works (Table 2.4.2). The authors in bold are those typically used in
landscape architectural courses as recommended texts (over the last 60 years).
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TABLE 2.4.1 INFLUENCES ON PLANT SELECTION AND DESIGN
Author art func clime values eco useful class rom mod east
ROBINSON (1940) [USA]
CROWE (1981) [1958] [UK]
*KUCK and TONGG (1960) HAWAII
*CLAY (1962) HAWAII
SIMONDS (1997) [1961] [USA]
NELSON (1979) [USA]
ROBINETTE (1972) [USA]
HITCHMOUGH (Ed) (1994) [Aust]
CLOUSTON (1977) [UK]
HACKETT (1979) [UK]
LISNEY and FIELDHOUSE (1990) [UK]
LESZCZYNSKI (1999) [USA]
ECKBO (1956) [USA]
HOBHOUSE (1988) [UK]
HOBHOUSE (1994) [UK]
THOMAS (1998) [UK]
JOYCE (1998) [UK]
*IVERSEN (1999) [USA]
Maloney and Walker (1966+67) [Aust]
STONES (1971) [Aust]
WILSON (1975) [Aust]
WATTS (1981) about Walling [Aust]
Edmanson and Lawrence (1992) [Aust]
MASON (1995) [Aust/Qld]
*LAKE (1996) [Aust]
BANGAY (1996) [Aust]
*NOTTLE (1996) [Aust]
*McFARLANE (1997) [QLD]
*WIJAYA (1999) [Bali/Aust]
HIRSCHFELD (1991) AUST/QLD
MYERS-COOKE (1996) [Aust]
art func clime values eco useful class rom mod east
LEGEND:
presence of influence (listed below) evidenced in this publication.
art = art/aesthetic/design principles; func = functional uses; clime = climatic condition;
values = associated meanings; eco = ecological uses; useful = utilitarian traditions;
class = classical traditions; rom = romantic traditions; mod = modernist theory;
east = eastern (oriental) traditions * = for tropical/warm climates
Conclusions drawn from analysis:
Table 2.4.1 shows clearly the three most common factors guiding design in traditional
horticultural literature:
 aesthetic principles (colour, form, mass, texture, line, scale);
 functional uses of plants (for climatic amelioration, engineering problems, spatial
definition, enframing views); and
 suitability for specific climatic conditions (temperate, tropical, seaside, arid, shady,
sunny, etc.) – not to be confused with ecological design practice.
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TABLE 2.4.2 COMPARISON OF WRITERS and MARKETS
ROBINSON (1940) USA
CROWE (1981) [1958] [Britain]
KUCK and TONGG (1960) HAWAII
CLAY (1962) HAWAII
SIMONDS (1997) [1961] [USA]
NELSON (1979)
ROBINETTE (1972)
HITCHMOUGH (1994) [Aust]
CLOUSTON (1977) [UK]
HACKETT (1979) [UK]
LISNEY and FIELDHOUSE (1990) [UK]
LESZCZYNSKI (1999)
WRITERS and MARKET
= LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
( #12 references)
ECKBO (1956) [USA]
HOBHOUSE (1988) [Britain]
HOBHOUSE (1994) [UK]
THOMAS (1998) [UK]
JOYCE (1998) [UK]
IVERSEN (1999) [USA]
WRITERS = Professional Gardeners/ Designers and
MARKET = UK/USA Home/Prof Gardeners ( #6)
MALONEY and WALKER (1966+67) [Aust]
STONES (1971) [Aust]
WILSON (1975) [Aust]
WRITERS = Landscape Architects and
MARKET = AUST. Home/Professional Gardeners
( #3)
WATTS (1981) about Walling [Aust]
EDMANSON and LAWRENCE (1992) [Aust]
MASON (1995) [Aust/Qld]
LAKE (1996) [Aust]
ANGAY (1996) [Aust]
NOTTLE (1996) [Aust]
McFARLANE (1997) [QLD]
WIJAYA (1999) [Bali/Aust]
WRITERS = PROFESSIONAL GARDENERS/
DESIGNERS AND
MARKET = AUST. HOME/PROFESSIONAL
GARDENERS
( #8)
HIRSCHFELD (1991) AUST/QLD
MYERS-COOKE (1996) [Aust]
WRITERS = Amateurs and various professionals
MARKET = HOME GARDENERS ( #2)
When Tables 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 are compared, it is revealed that landscape architects
wrote about ecological issues and used modernist theory more often than
professional or amateur garden writers.
Further detailed analysis of the composition of these references is possible by
comparing the lists of contents for each book – including the subheadings used in the
text that may not be present in the contents. This compilation is attached as
Appendix 1 to this document. It also provides a preliminary attempt to categorise the
contents into topics, related either to DESIGN matters or purely PLANTING
(horticultural) information. Interestingly, in some works it is difficult to pull these topics
apart, while in others the distinction is clear.
Supporting the findings of the Research Team’s analysis of thirty-one current planting
design references, Steiner (2001a) draws the conclusion that:
"From the literature it is further evident that the emphasis in planting design has
been predominantly on aesthetics and pleasure derived from planting
composition, without considerations of ecological processes until the turn of the
19th century, as such principles were largely unknown at the time. With the
emergence of the ecological design paradigm of the 1970s, the planting design
philosophy – based on natural processes using native plants in natural
compositions … [has created] a shift in the aesthetic realm."
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2.5 Art and environmental design theory
The relationship between planting design and art is more complex than the simple
use of traditional principles and elements of design. These are merely part of a much
greater whole. Steiner (2001b) wrote of the importance of art since the beginning of
human cultures, 'as a necessary means of expressing worship, sacred bonds with
nature, and to find meaning and answers in the eternal quest of life. Art expresses
human inspirations and aspirations…'. The changes in artistic direction over time
have created a great diversity of artistic forms, with the exciting recent addition since
the 1960s being Environmental Art. Steiner (2001b) chose to make clear distinctions
between three aspects of the broad term environmental art: Land Art / Earth Art;
Interpretive Environmental Art; and, Ecological Art. She also discussed the exciting
ideas, derived from recent postmodern philosophy, influencing these art movements,
which includes
Derridean 'third space', that is the new realm which transgresses the Cartesian
paradigm of dualism and forges new relationship outside traditional hierarchical
structures (Meyer, 1994; Plumwood, 1993; Ross, 1998). The art forms are closely
examined from an ecofeminist perspective, a philosophy based on this 'third
space', which dismantles the dualistic model and offers ideas for real change in
terms of achieving environmental sustainability.
A diagram (Figure 2.4) in Steiner's chapter graphically and elegantly describes the
major players and ideas in the three streams of environmental art.
As an introduction to the wide range of issues and ideas that are considered by
Steiner (2001b), here is another list of her organisational thematic headings:
 Ecofeminism – Offering Change towards Environmental Sustainability
 The Terrain of Land Art – Interpretive Environmental Art – Ecological Art
 Land Art / Earthworks – Background
Land Art through the Ecofeminist Lens
Large Earth Sculptures / Cosmological Earthworks
Land Reclamation Works
Ephemeral Land Art / Nature Art
Temporary Land Art
Social Implications of Land Art
Role of the Artist
 Interpretive Environmental Art – Background
Interpretive Environmental Art through the Ecofeminist Lens
Installations
Performance and interaction
Outdoor Public Confrontation – the Artist as Activist
 Ecological Art – Background
Ecological Art through the Ecofeminist Lens
In conclusion, Steiner (2001b) stated that 'The realm of Art and Environment is a
highly complex and dynamic field within the contemporary art world.' Analysis of the
three streams led her to conclude:
"Land Art, crucial forerunner for Interpretive Environmental Art and Ecological Art, is still
predominantly located outside [the] space-in-between, within a patriarchal frame, although
glimpses of the third space can be caught, particularly in the ephemeral works and in the
cosmological works. Land Art laid down an important platform by attempting to reconnect
people to earth and cosmos again. From this platform, Environmental Art and Ecological Art
were able to take off into the new third space. Although Land Art emerged as art often removed
from society as far as possible, it prepared the ground for its further evolution and eventual
return to society."
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From the beginning of Land Art other art movements have emerged and listed below
are some of these artists whose convictions about the fragility of the earth are
expressed in works known as landscape art. These works are outdoors, large in
scale and mostly ephemeral in nature. Artists such as Jacques Simon who, ‘relates
with nature in a highly personal way: he modifies it for a few hours, weeks or even a
month, but then he lets it recover its freedom and self control’ (Cerver1995), Cecile
Abish’s works are ephemeral, ‘as ephemeral as nature’s changing seasons. She
takes temporary possession of a piece of ground, creating a landscape form the
earth that returns to the earth without ecological damage’, (Cerver 1995). Dani
Karavan’s creations, ‘initiate a dialogue between the space, the individual, the
climate and historical memories or in other words between the sacred and the
profane … [they are] sensitive to Mother Nature, listening to her forces and using her
symbology, most clearly shown by the olive trees representing the survival of an
entire people’ [The Jews], (Cerver 1995) and Jody Pinto’s work, ‘seeks to understand
the physical environment as well as the spectator. … the artist seeks to find the right
way to convert part of the surroundings into a human-referred landscape … through
their catalytic action’ (Cerver 1995:153).
Finally, several recently published books containing inspirational illustrations provide
a useful and effective entrée for the landscape designer into the complex world of
environmental art. They include: David Bourdon (1995) Designing the Earth; Giles A.
Tiberghien (1995), Land Art; Udo Weilacher (1996) Between Landscape Architecture
and Land Art;. Sutherland Lyall (1997) Designing the New Landscape; William
Malpas (1998), Land art: earthworks, installations, environments, sculpture; and,
Malcolm Andrews (1999) Landscape and Western Art. Andrews' book attempts to
make the connections between theory and design product and originates from the
world of art history. This work is a new interpretation of landscape art which goes
beyond the only other previous scholarly treatment of this subject (Kenneth Clark's
Landscape in Art, 1949). Clark was referring to traditional landscape painting but
Andrews provides meat for many 'disciplines': landscape artists, earth artists,
environmental artists and thus landscape design generally. Andrews' bibliographic
essay reads like a set of references that every reputable landscape architectural
course should demand. It further demonstrates his wide grasp of theory/theories
relevant to landscape art.
2.6 Conclusion
This section has provided a brief overview of traditional, conventional approaches to
planting design theory while introducing some key issues emerging ideas. In the
process, it has been revealed that there is no comprehensive, single reference text
that provides such an understanding. Apart from Leszczynski (1999), other writers in
this area emphasise only one or two theories, mostly within a modernist idiom or
pursuing ecofeminist / environmental agendas. This highlights the need for more
work to be done in compiling a broad-based work on planting design that includes
those three vital components of history, theory and criticism.
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3.0 Emerging theories in
planting design
3.1 Introduction
“Wherever humans have gone we find a re-organisation of nature. This fact is the sole
justification for the profession of landscape design, and our job is to provide a more skilful
arrangement for greater utility and for the expression of contemporary living” (Rose, 1938b).
“The challenges posed for designers by the ecological or environmental perspective of how
we should exert control over the landscape involve reducing direct power over nature, not
increasing it“ (Robertson, 1991).
This chapter takes the form of an extended 'annotated bibliography' of a diverse
range of largely mid to late 20 th century writing drawn from journals, conference
proceedings and monographs outside the core of books on planting design
discussed in the previous chapter. Much of the material here is directly quoted from
the various works to preserve rather than re-interpret the idea being expressed by
each author. The objectives have been to attempt to:
 identify the scope and content of contemporary writings that are representative of
debate that is contributing to the evolution of planting design theory;
 categorise the writings into a number of themes suggested by a content analysis
of the scope of topics evidenced in the works; and
 use this categorisation as a means of identifying any differentiation that could be
construed and tested as potential emerging theoretical constructs.
The ten themes that have been identified in this review of the literature are:
 “form follows function” in modernist theory;
 form, aesthetics, sense of place and time;
 “natural” v “cultural” landscapes;
 ecological principles and the “imitation of nature”;
 ecological principles and the quest for sustainability1;
 perennials and grasses;
 water conservation and xeriscape principles;
 phytoremediation of toxic sites;
 contemporary art movements; and
 fashionable gardening styles.
The literature review also revealed a number of useful case study examples of
planting design in practice that have been presented as an extended annotated
bibliography.
The categorisation that has emerged from the analysis indicates that:
1 This particular theme was further subdivided into ten sub-topics emphasising particular aspects of
the ecologically sustainable debate (see Section 3.6).
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 there is a continuing relevance to contemporary planting design, of some of the
core theories of the modernist movement (3.2, 3.3); and that
 these are being overlaid and reinterpreted by the growing emphasis on
ecologically based sustainable design.
The analysis also revealed a number of areas that could be construed as being in
conflict. These appear to arise from a potential intersection of differing ideologies.
The most obvious of these is the potential conflict between dictates of fashion and
issues of ecological sustainability, water conservation and xeriscape principles.
Another potential conflict may occur where ecological habitat reconstruction or
sustainability principles intersect with consideration of the cultural landscape where
the latter has been built on more exploitive ideologies. It remains to be established
whether these conflicts are real or perceived depending on whether or not an
intersection of differing ideologies is likely to occur or how it does occur in practice.
In the reporting of this literature review a number of passages have been presented
in bold type. The Research Team regards these as key phrases that capture
significant concepts or principles that can inform the on-going planting design debate.
3.2 On "form follows function" in modernist theory
The issue of “form follows function” is a core element of the modernist
movement. It is clear, however, that the relationships between function and
resultant form remain an enduring principle in all but the most abstract of
contemporary landscape design. The following commentary from J. C. Rose on
the topic is more than sixty years old but has a timeless quality that has not
diminished its relevance to contemporary debate.
“All plants have definite potentialities and each plant has an inherent quality that will inevitably
express itself … Plants are not applied to a preconceived ground pattern, they dictate form as
surely as do use and circulation. Their character develops from the actualities that have been
solved rather than obscured” (Rose, 1938b).
Rose argues that as society becomes interdependent its expression is social and the
'great individual' passes from the scene. An “expressive style” then evolves and the
process of “design ceases to be an eclectic adaptation of ornament to provide a
picturesque setting for idle people” (Rose 1938b). Rose makes the point that “we
cannot live in pictures and therefore a landscape designed as a series of pictures
robs us of an opportunity to use that area for animated living”.
Rose (1939) also argues that:
 “form is a result and not a predetermined element, of a problem” and that, by
beginning with any preconceived notion of form in landscape design, we
“eliminate the possibility of developing a form that will articulate and express the
activity to occur”.
 It is the objective world that provides the basis for the development of form in
landscape design. There is a “fundamental fallacy of the old school in the archaic
conception of space, which originates from the segregation of ground area
instead of division in volume”.
 Organic style can be developed “when we permit our minds to grasp the new
conception of space, and learn to use materials for their own quality” (Rose
1939). He argues that the philosophy of many professionals who think that
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European traditions can be adapted within America as a means of utility and
greater ornament is misguided. Rose contends that an animated landscape will
be developed by considering people and circulation first instead of clinging to the
imitation of classic ornament. Similarly Australian landscape design has been
heavily influenced by the traditions of Europe (Cuffley, 1983; Poulton, 2000).
3.3 On form, aesthetics, sense of place and time
It is clear from the literature that these fundamental principles of landscape design
also endure. What is changing, particularly in response to sustainability objectives, is
the manner in which these principles are expressed through design. 20th century
landscape design has manifested itself over an ideological spectrum ranging from
landscape as art to landscape as an imitation of nature and this variation is strongly
evident in the content of this Chapter. Irrespective of the position taken by individual
designs or designers within this spectrum the common denominator is the dimension
of time. It is this dimension of time that separates landscape design from all
other forms of design or artistic endeavour.
It is the other elements of design composition, form, aesthetic expression and
sense of place, that are finding new interpretations in some emerging
approaches to landscape design. Notable among these are the three strands of
the environmental art movement identified by Steiner (2001b) (Chapter 2).
Rose (1938a) argues that “landscape design falls somewhere between architecture
and sculpture”. Relieved of most structural and use requirements, it is less purely
aesthetic in the architectural sense. It differs from both architecture and sculpture in
several important respects. These are materials, horizontal dimensions, scale and
sense of form. “The variables in landscape; sky, topography, and materials make it a
subtle art, and worthy of specialised study…Contemporary design represents a
change in kind, a change in conception, the expression of a new mentality we have
derived from the effects of the industrial and economic revolutions”. These
revolutions … have put a “transparent but impenetrable screen between us and the
past and we find we are in a new mental atmosphere.” Rose then argues that we
may appreciate the wonders of past eras “but we can no longer produce them
because we have been cut off from their source of inspiration. History has no value
for us unless we learn this first”.
There is another significant difference that attaches to the plant materials used in
landscape design and this is the dimension of time. Planting design is never
‘finished’ as a static creation and its form at any point in time cannot be
predicted or controlled with absolute precision and “great designs composed of
plants rejoice in this fact”. (Robertson, 1991)
As a medium for physically and metaphorically expressing design ideas or intentions,
plants possess exciting potential. Robertson (1991) sees plants as a medium rather
than as a design element. Plants are alive and thus grow, change, and interact with
their environment, making them a unique design medium. They are a potent medium
for expressing the genius loci of a site through both their innate forms and their
physiological functioning. The dynamic interaction of plants with time either as
individuals or as a community allows inference of linear time (events), cyclical time
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(seasons) and immanent time2 (present moment). Control is of the essence of
gardens as designed spaces; it defines our relationship with plants as a design
medium and mediates between human design needs, human perceptions of the
value of different plants and the innate needs of different plants.
3.4 On “natural” v “cultural” landscapes
This topic raises some interesting conjecture regarding the relationship between
“natural” or “native” landscapes and the “cultural” or human modified landscape.
Thomas (1999b) argues that "the boundaries between natural and cultural
landscapes [in the Australian context] are so blurred that separation of these two
landscapes is nigh impossible and that of the so-called 'natural' landscapes that
remain, many have become dependent on humans for their survival". The discussion
here will ignore issues of conservation of “natural” landscapes and concentrate on
the imitation of nature in planted “native” landscapes as a valid design objective and
a valid expression of a cultural landscape.
Robinson (1993) categorises the use of natives in planting schemes as having
developed along the following lines:
 simple replacement of exotics in conventional schemes with natives (this has
limited visual appeal, low diversity associations and high maintenance liability);
 “manipulation of site conditions and imitated spontaneous plant associations at
various stages of succession” an approach that requires limited but sensitive
management;
 techniques of habitat creation and reconstruction have been tried in both rural and
urban locations - “primary objective is biological and the results need not be
visually attractive”; and
 nature-like planting which attempts to balance art and nature in a single
expressive entity, and thus to progress from the dichotomy of art here and nature
there.
“A central tenet of good landscape design and management is to utilise plant taxa and
planting designs that reinforce the themes or style generated by existing architectural
and landscape forms…The use of native grasses in traffic islands or indigenous Eucalyptus
as street trees amongst 1880's building stock makes little visual sense and could be regarded
as tokenism at best, and at worst aesthetic parochialism” (Hitchmough, 1994b).
Robinson (1993) questions where should the balance lie between artistic
composition of plants on the one hand, and the natural, spontaneous character
on the other? He suggests that aesthetic success is dependent on the designer’s
perceptions. He then discusses particular species and qualities of foliage, form, etc.
and how these can be used to create a distinctly ornamental or decorative character
to be employed in conventional gardens, courtyards, parks and urban green-spaces.
He believes that when designers are aware of the symbolic aspect they can
communicate a powerful message with their work. The art of garden ought not to
conceal from us the truth that our own lives participate in natural processes (order
and entropy, generative life, expansion, growth and erosion, death and decay).
2 Robertson appears to use this word to convey the idea of the pervasive present. The Oxford
Dictionary gives the meaning of the word as: “indwelling, inherent, permanently pervading the
universe”.
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“The designer, by carefully orchestrating nature-like form and space, can link
inner and outer worlds and create a landscape in which the spontaneous
patterns of nature become a metaphor for the personal experience of the
participant” (Robinson, 1993). To create distinctive character it is less the species
themselves than the combinations in which they are found that remain in the memory
and represent the essence of the place. Robinson (1994) describes ‘plant
signatures’, combinations in which plants have both an ecological affinity and a
strong visual relationship. It is an identifying mark, which “stands for a place or a
plant community”, is “an abstraction from an actual plant community, but also
represents an essence of it.”
“Plant signatures are a means to design with indigenous plants and other distinctive
local vegetation in intensively managed landscapes. They celebrate the distinctiveness of
local vegetation and satisfy the desire for visual and horticultural interest in streets, parks and
gardens…If landscape architects are to ensure that their design is genuinely of a place and
not merely imposed on it, they need to understand and employ the special local qualities of
both the spontaneous and the planted flora.” (Robinson, 1994)
Leenhardt (1996) points out that “botany aims to describe and name plants, whereas
landscape architects try to establish a relationship between humans and the plant
world.” He states the “close link between culture and nature is a fundamental
characteristic of most traditional non-European civilisations”. Our civilisation has
endeavoured to replace the substantial links between humans and nature with
scientific processes. This concept is “dependent on the fact that they treat nature
and humans as abstract entities...As well as making discoveries possible this attitude
has also lead science into impasses, a sign of which is our end of 20th Century
ecological crisis”.
3.5 On ecological principles and the imitation of “nature”.
Mozingo (1997) explored the ecological design that primarily takes place at the
interface of the built environment and ecological systems, between the landscape
forms of human need and the forms of biodiversity. The article summarises attempts
to establish a connection between ecosystems and the built environment, by
McHarg, Spirn, Hough, Lyle, Nassauer, and to demonstrate the landscape design
applications of ecological process. In this context Mozingo draws attention to the
widely held view that, while
“landscape architecture has ecological thinking at the core of its legacy, ecology’s
meaning and significance in design attenuates, if not divides, the profession. On one
end of a continuum are those who see the primacy of landscape design in ordering
ecological process, on the other, in aesthetic explication” (Mozingo, 1997).
Monzingo speculates “that for ecological design to coalesce the continuum must
merge. Ecological design has disregarded its aesthetic implications (McHarg, Spirn,
Hough, Lyle, and others) while extensively considering theory, ideals, criteria and
methodologies.”
Monzingo (1997) goes on to argue that
“the examination of ecological design in tandem with landscapes of notable aesthetic quality
elucidates the difficulties in reconciling their conception of visibility, temporality, reiterated
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form, expression, and metaphor. Consideration of this “suggests a culturally persuasive
aesthetic of ecological design and a re-assessment of its philosophical foundations”.
Leenhardt discusses the article ‘Geographical gardens, places and spaces of
recollection’, by Jean-Marc Besse (1995) who “mentions the infrequent practice in
the 17th and 18th Century of designing gardens as educational tools for teaching
geography”. The educational aim can give ecological principles their aesthetic value.
In this way “a plant grouping, a sequence between pioneers or secondary plants or
the interdependence between them, can become an aesthetic object, not just a
technical one3”.
“The aesthetic characteristics of plant groupings can be created when ecology appears
to be a principle on which visual organisation is based. An educational aim can give
ecological principles their aesthetic value” (Leenhardt, 1996)
Leenhardt (1996) suggests two contradictory realities: “the European influence upon
formal models for the spatial organisation of gardens and botanical choices and, on
the other hand, the middle class urge to establish a national identity”. He states “the
art of garden design from Havana to Buenos Aires was strongly influenced by a
series of figures in the Haussmann era of town planning, including names such as
Jean Claude, Adolphe Alphand, Eugene Courois, Charles Thays and Jean-Claude
Nicolas Forestier. Forestier, on the basis of his experiences in Spain and Morocco,
presented developed gardens containing indigenous plants. “Designers such as
Burle Marx were aware that modern gardens in Brazil had to free themselves from
the dominant English and French models.”
For example, the Sitio Garden, established by Burle Marxs in San Antonio da Bica in
1949 sought to develop awareness and national memory through education. “It was
not a question of mimicking geography on a small scale, of imitating a forest using
grasses, but of creating a microcosm of Brazil and its flora in a small area, for both
aesthetic and educational reasons, by a method which is instructive because it
reveals beauty”. The Sitio Garden is designed, “not according to the shape of the
country, but according to the logic based on the climate and geology of the various
regions of the country” (Leenhardt, 1996).
Lyle (1991) proposes that the word “landscape” be re-defined from those definitions
of D.W. Meinig and J.B. Jackson to “landscape as the visible manifestation of an
ecosystem.”
“The ecological understanding developed over the past several decades makes it clear
that in nature the landscape we see is the visible manifestation of underlying, ongoing
processes, with form and process being inseparable…for landscape design to be truly
meaningful, it should also give visible expression to the processes that shape the earth
making a connection between nature and human culture. Landscapes that achieve this can be
described as having deep forms.” (Lyle, 1991)
Lyle supports his argument by suggesting a relationship between the development of
culture and lines of succession and proposes a parable that “if floating seeds drop
into fertile soil and find a fit they sprout and grow and eventually evolve a new
culture.” Lyle (1991) points out that “large inclusive patterns of order are becoming
3 The contemporary approach to environmental art is arguably founded on a new interpretation of this
premise.
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clearer and for designers as well as scientists this understanding can be highly
productive. He refers to research confirming “describable and reasonably consistent
patterns of order up to the global scale."
He also feels that ‘words are becoming more important in design’. In turn, this
means that ‘theories and concepts are becoming more important’ The relationship is
not unique in history, as ‘design ideas have often taken shape in verbal form before
being translated into three dimensions’. Words imply meanings. ‘To generate deep
form requires a rational understanding of natural systems with intuitive imagery and
thus a design process that combines high levels of both analytical and creative
thinking’. Natural processes and the underlying complex and elegant ‘ecosystematic’
order of nature offer inspiration for the designer.
Turner (1987) suggests that “the reconstruction…of a damaged or degraded
ecosystem is a rather special kind of human activity. Restoration is a process of
synthesis and performance and is guided by analysis” and refers to recent work on
the biological foundations of aesthetics. This work suggests that “the aesthetic
capacity is an inherited and very sophisticated competence. It is given specific form
by culture, but its deep syntax is wired into our neural hardware.” Turner then argues
that this biological capacity allows us to perceive a deep unity by the organisation
and synthesis of large quantities of ill-defined information into harmonies and
regularities. This concept of aesthetics is reinforced by Lyle (1991) who introduces
an ecological twist to the Modernist credo that “form follows function” by suggesting
that “form follows flow”.
Aldo Leopold (cited in Turner, 1987) suggested the possibility of a human natural
aesthetic. “Restoration may now call upon a human aesthetic capacity that is
not merely a passive appreciation ... If restoration is art, what kind of art is it?”
Sir Philip Sidney (cited in Turner, 1987) defines “art as the imitation of nature” (ie.,
human art is a natural process). The curious thing is that Renaissance Art gave rise
to good science, its attempt to imitate nature had a profound heuristic value (eg.
Leonardo da Vinci, Brunelleschi, Fibonacci). We know by doing and the best thing
that we can do is to imitate the creative activity of nature. First we must look to the
artistic and aesthetic capacity and learn more about its roots in our biology and
evolution. We may then call on aesthetic principles for the nucleus of a sound body of
theory to guide the artistic imitation of nature. “Finally we may find in the practice of
art an example of the heuristic value of imitation” (Turner, 1987).
Roe (1988), in reviewing the work of Aldo Leopold, observes that Leopold’s basic
philosophy, that of the 'Land Ethic' (Leopold, 1948), “simply enlarges the boundaries
of the community to include soils, waters, plants and animals, or collectively: the
land.”
“This may sound simple but the enlarging of boundaries involves a complete review of how
we conceive nature, its capacities and requirements" (Roe, 1998).
The Land Pyramid Concept: “which is a complex of food chains and which, in the
natural course of events, is self-perpetuating and stable” proposes that:
 “land is not merely soil”;
 “plants and animals keep the energy circuit open”;
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 changes made by humans “have a different effect to natural evolutionary
changes; and we are unable to predict the consequences of these changes.”
“Recreation is our reaction to the outdoors, not the outdoors itself. It should improve
our perception and bring us closer to nature.”
This recurring theme of a link between natural process and aesthetic understanding
may also explain the growth of land art. Carr (1995) proposes that “the most
important link between landscape architecture and land art is the realisation ‘that
ecological issues have become creative issues…because we are reassessing our
relationship with the world.” The author cites the work of Robert Smithson, whose
'Spiral Jetty' was inspired “by the spiral form and led to contemplation of the human,
man-made and universal scales”. “Richard Long was the first to use a walk to
express original ideas about the land, art and walking itself”, while Andy Goldsworthy,
inspired by Smithson and others, started to work in the open. Goldsworthy “reinvents
the natural world by using the most common found objects in unexpected
configurations, juxtapositions and combinations.”
Corner (1997) observes that “the processes of which ecology and creativity
speak are fundamental to the work of landscape architecture, and it is odd that
there remains ambiguity over their content and relationship to one another.” It
is suggested that “contemporary landscape architecture has drawn more from
objectivist and instrumental models of ecology, while design creativity has frequently
been reduced to dimensions of environmental problem solving (know-how) and
aesthetic appearance (scenery)”. Corner identifies a “potential to inform more
meaningful and imaginative cultural practices than the merely ameliorative,
compensatory, aesthetic, or commodity oriented” by making a relationship between
ecology and artistic creativity explicit. A number of theoretical bases are put forward
in an attempt to allow for
“a more animate appropriation of ecology in landscape architectural practice…These bases
have little to do with object-centred advocacy of nature or culture and point towards the highly
interactive processes and relationships that are life itself. What is important is how creative
practices of ecology construct alternative forms of relationship and hybridisation
between people, place, material and Earth” (Corner, 1997).
Neckar (1995) argues that “nature, the touchstone of garden and landscape, is
ideology. Within this equation the manifold philosophical constructs of nature, culture
and policy have been fused.” Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn (cited in Neckar, 1995)
proposes the idea that the “hypothetical fusion of nature and ideology places
landscape in its own modern realm, the human inhabitation of a changeable vessel”.
Nature as ideology becomes an “intellectualised mantle” and:
“a malleable cultural conception through which ecological vicissitude might be given
theoretical shape and political potency in the landscape...Nature can be appropriated as policy
and governmental action on a broad cultural front…If the landscape is the malleable vessel of
inherently interconnected ideological and ecological acts represented as some kind of Nature,
interventions in the landscape are necessarily defined by our understanding and sensibilities
of the boundaries of control and chaos as we proceed”.
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Dunnett (1995b) suggests that”
“the scope and application of ecologically inspired planting design is wide, ranging from pure
habitat creation using appropriate native species to more abstract plantings using entirely
exotic plants…it is important to realise that ecologically inspired design is not necessarily
limited to the use of native species, just as it doesn't diminish the creative skill of the
designer.”
Some of the principles identified by Dunnett are:
 Dynamism: “ecological designers celebrate change and movement in plant
groupings.” The dynamic nature of spontaneous vegetation is something that can
be enhanced not minimised;
 Intricacy: intimate mixing of species with indistinct boundaries between plant
masses. 'Aggregation' is shown by most species varying from a loose association
to a dense massing. A “pattern of core planting with outliers will create an intricate
mix of plants within a designed and controlled framework”;
 Suitability to site: “the type of plants growing in any given habitat reflects exactly
the amounts of stress and disturbance within that habitat.” Choosing “species
assemblages which capture the essence of typical or attractive local vegetation”
can create exciting and relevant plant communities and enhance local
distinctiveness;
 Multiple Scales: the intent is to provide a range of landscape scales “to draw
people into and among planting rather than planter beds or areas to be viewed
from the edge”;
 Unity: can be achieved by matrix planting;
 Structure: a “distinct vertical [multi-layered] structure enables a number of
different plants to coexist within a given space.” Spaces are defined by transition
zones 'ecotones' rather than abrupt boundaries; and
 Richness and Diversity: advantages are richness of experience, attractiveness
to fauna, scientific evidence suggests that “diverse communities are more
resistant to external stresses and disturbances.”
With specific reference to nature in cities, Ian Laurie argues for an assessment of
open space in terms of their “natural potential’. This requires:
“the recognition of an optimum level of natural form and character in relation to man’s (sic)
needs and all new development must contain opportunity for daily contact with nature for
those who will use it…Biologists and naturalists need to see more clearly “how their specialist
knowledge can be applied and used by the planner and/or designer. They also need to
understand the aspirations, ideas and objectives in their work” (Laurie, 1979).
3.6 On ecological principles and the quest for sustainability.
3.6.1 Emergence of a sustainable ethic
This section identifies some mainstream emerging theories and practices that
address the issues of sustainability as a global design objective. The content here is
not entirely restricted to constructed landscapes and touches on the issues of urban
and other remnants of native vegetation as an important component of the
landscape.
“If the nature-like landscape is to be more widely supported by the broader community,
it must be on the basis of being loved rather than suffered as a worthy good.
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Good design is extremely important to ensure that reconstructed habitat landscapes are as
attractive as possible to the community at large…and also to create systems that possess
some intrinsic merits as ecosystems to support other li fe forms” (Hitchmough, 1993).
Hitchmough claims that “substantial progress has been made in the past decade in
realising nature-like landscapes in Australian public open space”. One obstacle
remaining is a mix of politics, biology, design and relationships between different
disciplines, none of which will be overcome by any one of the disciplines acting in
isolation.
The landscape architect is, nevertheless, identified as a key discipline. Hitchmough
and Dunnett, (1997) suggest that the focus of much ecological research “is intended
to provide landscape architects with reliable methods for designing and managing
visually exciting herbaceous vegetation that is sustainable, cheap to manage, and
valuable for nature conservation.” They “require designers to move away from the
idea of herbaceous planting schemes as static entities created at a point in time on a
drawing board”.
Richards (1998) links this last point and the sustainability question to a wider forum of
a more informed global public. She suggests that the “growing awareness of
worldwide environmental issues has meant that tourists are becoming increasingly
demanding. Many overseas visitors to African National Parks are interested in
seeing more than brightly coloured plants and large mammals - native people, birds,
plants and even insects are all now considered crucial to gain a true picture of the
place. The ubiquitous bougainvillea and hibiscus no longer excite the interest of a
well-travelled visitor”.
Roe (1988) extends this idea further in reference to Leopold’s work
“Ecology can show us situations and behaviour in the animal world analogous to many of our
own and which we may be able to use to rectify some of our problems. A change in social
values and conscience must be the first step towards a continued existence for man and
earth”.
Consideration of the literature under this category suggested a further division of
issues into a series of sub-themes. These are:
 management of bushland remnants;
 ecological habitat reconstruction;
 “natives” v “exotics”;
 provenance and sourcing plant materials;
 mycorrhizal associations;
 regeneration v seeding
Additionally the review revealed two notable international initiatives, one in the UK
and the other in USA, that were worthy of special mention under this category.
3.6.2 Management of bushland remnants
Remnant vegetation in urban public open space and other significant areas of native
vegetation survive adjacent to metropolitan centres. In many cases tree canopy
dominants are still extant but the understorey is considerably modified, predominantly
due to weed invasion (Hitchmough, 1993).
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“Research has recorded a significant negative public reaction to ecologically valuable
landscapes. Ecological spaces in close proximity to urban areas should be appealing
aesthetic experiences…If we expect the public to enthusiastically reorganise environmental
preferences the ecological landscapes themselves should engage public interest and motivate
support for their expansion and replication. This is central to the promotion and acceptance of
ecological design” (Mozingo,1997).
Dunnett and Hitchmough (1996) suggest that “a sustainable approach can develop
some of the excitement and energy in public spaces that have long remained
dormant. They argue that the challenge lies in the fact that the public “must also
see sustainable landscape planting as acceptable and aesthetically pleasing”.
Hitchmough (1993) claims that “a significant proportion of the progress that has been
achieved in the past decade in managing remnant urban vegetation can be attributed
to community involvement in planning, management and maintenance. He observes
that there has been a shift from previous practice where “these areas were fenced off
in failed attempts” to heal themselves. “The process of facilitated succession is rarely
apparent in the sclerophyllous vegetation of Australia. The result is usually a
synthetic mix of alien and native species”. Hitchmough argues that conservation
management has been retarded by a denial of these truths and absence of theory
linking ecological principles to management strategies.
3.6.3 Ecological habitat reconstruction
Hitchmough (1993) observes that “reconstruction of facsimile habitat landscapes has
been pursued with vigour in the past decade.” The objectives have been to:
 either repair remnant vegetation or attempt to create an “Australian” urban
landscape form;
 provide a rich educational and recreational experience;
 avoid placing heavy demands on finite resources such as water; and
 provide for the conservation of flora and fauna.
The following difficulties with habitat reconstruction are identified:
 public unease with this landscape type;
 lack of understanding as to how to design and manage the habitat landscape;
 the unavailability of good quality seed for reconstruction works; and
 limited support among traditional landscape managers4 (Hitchmough, 1993).
Dunnett and Hitchmough (1996) argue that “a pragmatic rather than dogmatic
attitude is essential and there must clearly be a policy level commitment to
sustainability The need to shift “to shift public perception, by education and
exposure to demonstrations, so that people will accept planting styles that they
previously felt uneasy with” is identified as the greatest challenge for landscape
designers. It is suggested that “plantings that promote natural processes such as
regeneration and nutrient cycling and which can be highly attractive to the public
have much potential”. They advocate “a proper understanding of the environmental
sciences, and of the biological characteristics of specified plants”, to underpin a
sustainable approach to planting to ensure “that the most creative schemes are also
4 The implication here is that traditional landscape managers are those steeped in the traditional
practices of horticulture and “Municipal Parks and Gardens” management.
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environmentally sustainable” and highlight the need to compare resource inputs with
environmental benefits.
Within community-based projects there is often an undercurrent of hostility towards design as
a concept, presumably because it is seen as a cultural artefact, of lesser importance than
ecology” (Hitchmough, 1994b)
Hitchmough identifies the use of the terms “political and ecological habitat
reconstruction” to distinguish between activities with different objectives as stretegy
to deal with these difficulties. “Political habitat construction aims at providing
stimulating landscapes in urban areas to develop and bolster broad community
support for the conservation of ecologically significant remnant vegetation
elsewhere”. This is not a new realisation as Cole (1986) points out by arguing that
“much of the support for and revolt against an ecological or naturalistic approach
rests on considerations of aesthetics. What is considered acceptable relates to the
size of the site and its stage in the natural successional cycle”.
A tension between perceptions of and values attributed to “natural” v “cultural“
landscapes (Section 3.4) also becomes an issue here. Hitchmough (1993) claims
that “landscape architecture has an important role to play in making the habitat
landscape more appealing to the general public, demonstrating that the habitat
landscape is not a crusade to sweep away the cultural landscape”.
Cole (1986) agrees that urban nature conservation is concerned with conserving
areas of existing ecological interest but suggests that there is also the importance of
creating new wildlife habitats, temporary or permanent, on degraded and derelict
sites within the inner city. In both of these areas of activity community participation
and public enjoyment of urban natural areas is to be encouraged. Cole also argues
that the consideration of aesthetics is dependent upon the scale of the site in
question:
“On small-scale sites emphasis should be placed on high diversity and interest. On larger sites
the aesthetic appeal is likely to rest on the creation of broad zones and blocks of different
vegetation types merging with each other…Given the relative instability of small-scale
habitats, it follows that these areas require personalised care from inception. This suggests
that all ecologically based designs at this scale are best created and managed by voluntary
groups” (Cole, 1986).
There is a common underlying, though rarely explicitly stated principle that landform
and physical requirements, indigenous species including common forest trees and
shrubs, pollution resistant tree species, are of fundamental importance in design and
plant selection. This selection will influence the establishment and anticipation of the
quality and frequency of maintenance work that the client is likely to perform
(Hitchmough, 1994a, 1994; Dunnett and Hitchmough, 1996; Robinson, 1994;
Stansfield, 1984 and others).
“Sustainable landscape planting can be defined as that which minimises energy or
physical resource inputs (water, fertilisers, pesticides etc) in stock production, plant
establishment and vegetation management, is locally appropriate (in terms of species
selection and source) and maintains ecological integrity” (Dunnett and Hitchmough,
1996).
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Sustainable landscape planting has aesthetic as well as economic advantages. It is
stressed that a sustainable approach to landscape planting involves considerable
opportunities and raises major challenges. “Due to competing demands at any given
site landscape patches may be highly sustainable or highly unsustainable” (Dunnett
and Hitchmough, 1996).
“Different planting styles have different consequences for sustainability according to
such criteria as vegetation structure, diversity and dynamism…One way of making
planting sustainable in socially vulnerable sites is active community involvement
(particularly of children) in design and planting”. It is recommended that the following
points that should be considered prior to choosing suppliers of plant material:
growing medium, source of material, resource inputs, pest control, packaging, and
size of plant material (Dunnett and Hitchmough, 1996).
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1994) identified principles that should be
adopted, where cost effective and to the extent practicable (in specific project
contexts) in Federal or Federally funded projects:
 “use regional native plants for landscaping;
 design, use, or promote construction practices that minimise adverse effects on
the natural habitat;
 seek to prevent pollution by reducing fertiliser and pesticide use, using integrated
pest management techniques, recycling green waste and minimising run-off;
 implement water-efficient practices, such as the use of mulches, efficient irrigation
systems, audits to determine exact landscaping water-use needs, and recycled or
reclaimed water and the selecting and siting of plants in a manner that conserves
water and controls soil erosion; and
 create outdoor demonstrations incorporating native plants, as well as pollution
prevention and water conservation techniques, to promote awareness of the
environmental and economic benefits of implementing this directive.”
It can be argued that these are principles that are much more widely applicable in
landscape design that seeks to be sustainable. There is evidence in discussion
elsewhere in this work that suggests these same principles are very prominent in
design objectives supporting many examples of contemporary land art.
3.6.4 Natives v exotics
Before proceeding with this discussion it is important to establish an understanding of
the terminology being used here. The term "native plant" is often construed as being
native to the particular country. In the Australian context this is a dangerous
construct due to the huge diversity of the native Australian flora and the supporting
bio-regions. Therefore, the term "native plant" in the Australian context should be
confined to plants indigenous to the particular region in question. All other plants
including Australian native plants from other regions should be regarded as "exotic"
plants.
“Designing with plants that are already 'pre-adapted' to site conditions is not only a
sustainable approach but makes aesthetic sense … Bringing together plants from
similar habitats can result in a high degree of visual harmony” (Dunnett,1995b).
Barriers to the sustainable use of native plants worldwide lie with the attitudes of
landscape designers and managers. Dunnett argues that the idea of selecting
vegetation that does not need to be irrigated or irrigated very frequently is perceived
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as a lost cause. Watering is regarded by much of the public “as a sign of caring
husbandry and popular gardening journalists promote the wet 'English' garden as the
height of chic”.
It is only by using large-scale potentially self-sustaining communities that the real
benefits of native plant use can be gained. The challenge is to develop public support
and the science-technology base to create habitat planting schemes of woodland,
heath, grasslands and wetlands (Hitchmough, 1996). Native plants should be
popularised, and critical design and management requirements identified for the
successful use of such plants. This can be addressed at a number of levels and
Hitchmough (1996) draws the following from experience in Chile:
 The Chilean flora contains a number of extremely attractive species so
popularisation should ultimately succeed. It is important to gain the support of
gardening 'opinion' leaders and to establish public gardens that demonstrate the
design and horticultural qualities of native plants.
 In Chile few people are interested in using native plants so it is difficult to buy
seed or plants in quantities that would allow their use in landscape projects.
 “A key element in popularising the use of habitat plantings among the general
public in 'Mediterranean' climates is to emphasise the dramatic seasonal displays
that can be provided by native herbaceous plants”.
Ultimately landscape sustainability is about pragmatism as well as principle and
sometimes that means species other than natives, or the integration of natives and
exotics. Hitchmough (1996) identifies three key issues influencing urban and urban
fringe landscape in Chile:
 conservation of biodiversity;
 conservation of scarce resources, in particular water which is primarily derived
from snowmelt in the Andes mountains; and
 development and reinforcement of the local landscape character.
Kingsbury (1994) reinforces this view in discussing the work of Burle Marx.
Reference is made to schemes created around particular plants so that their
ecological needs are catered for and their distinctive features are maximised. An
example of this is found in Marxs’ use of Bromeliad Trees, “vertical constructions
designed to provide a suitable home for epiphytic plants, and which display them in a
way similar to the way they would be viewed in nature, from below the light shining
through their leaves.” Kingsbury suggests we can learn from this style in terms of
planting design and attitude to plants through the use of a wide range of plants in a
prominent manner, highlighting special qualities.
Buckley (1989) proposes “that concern for the environment is one plausible
explanation for the popular support now given to some habitat “creation” exercises.
The roots of habitat creation practice lie in those areas where the greatest habitat
loss has already occurred – in the built environment.” It is suggested that the
objectives in creating new habitats are:
 visually attractive vegetation;
 educational and, possibly, scientific interest;
 safeguarding of rare species or scarce ecological communities; and
 constructing low maintenance landscapes.
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“In each case of habitat creation the starting point is the habitat stereotype. In this age of
technology, the idea of assembling an exact vegetation or habitat replica has instant appeal,
and presents an almost irresistible ecological challenge.
However there are serious dangers, both technical and ethical. It is easy to focus on the rare
and attractive species of semi-natural communities and not the community as a whole’
(Buckley, 1989)5.
3.6.5 Provenance and sourcing plant materials
Hitchmough (1994a) points out that traditional horticultural approaches to plant
cultivation are based on determination of the species physiological
requirements and the manipulation of the planting environment to sufficiently
accommodate them. Dunnett (1995b) argues that such “traditional methods require
substantial energy and time to maintain the desired effect. Once plants reach the
end of their natural lifespan or become congested they need replacing, or dividing, or
some other form of management to maintain the status quo. While such techniques
may prove successful it requires more resources than where plants are used that fit
the site largely as found”. These aspects of plant procurement and management are
demanding a shift from these traditional approaches if sustainability objectives are to
be realised.
This view is supported by von Schoenaich (1994) who states that the “traditional
manipulative approach to cultivation and maintenance is no longer appropriate or
feasible … a well designed scheme should be sustainable and to a degree self-
regulating.” A good understanding of ecology and phytosociology is required to
design a sustainable scheme which considers longevity, competitive behaviour and
minimal maintenance. Von Schoenaich’s advice is to “start a natural process and
keep human interference to an absolute minimum (typical of the continental approach
to public planting)6.
Hitchmough (1994b) discusses genetic conservation issues in terms of seed
collection protocols, introduction of foreign genes, domestication of native species
etc. The importance of these matters in both the imitation of nature or the
rehabilitation of remnants cannot be overstressed.
Selecting species from a natural habitat that is closely matched to the landscape site,
is the key to success (von Schoenaich, 1994). The use of grasses, which are
adapted to a wide range of habitats from coastal sand dunes and pastures, to
wasteland, woodlands and hedgerows is advocated. They are easily propagated, and
the range of cultivars in existence is enormous. However, availability of cultivars
particularly in suitable numbers and sizes, is often poor. Von Schoenaich encourages
cooperation and communication between landscape architect and plant breeder /
nursery for appropriate specification of grasses. It is possible to select species with
drought resistance and species suitable to heavy, water logged soils with low
aeration. Plants know best where they like to grow; they may disappear from their
original location and thrive elsewhere within the scheme.
5 For further reading on the following topics refer to Buckley (1989):
Habitat creation; habitat transplantation; and habitat enhancement or diversification.
6 Examples of schemes by Landscape Architects, Rosemarie Weisse, Urs Walser, that are
commendable in terms of their soil preparation, plant selection and spacing are given.
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3.6.5 Mycorrhizal associations
Findlay (1998) argues that “mycorrhizas (fungus roots) are a keystone in the
sustainability of landscape planting schemes, particularly on hostile sites. The term
refers to an intimate association between plant roots and certain soil fungi which
offers potential benefits to individual plants as well as to whole communities and
ecosystems.” There are many types of mycorrhiza, some of which are of more
interest to landscape architects than are others. The benefits include “improvements
to plant nutrition, plant growth and stress tolerance. At a larger and less definable
scale…the thread like body of the fungus…spreads through plant roots and the soil
environment, and connects plants into mycorrhizal 'guilds' and is also involved in
plant successional processes, nutrient cycling and the formation of stable soil
aggregates.
Growth trials and experimentation on a range of woody plants are also discussed by
Findlay (1998). Inoculating plants with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) that may
lead to increased plant growth (over the life of the plant), modifications in root
architecture, increased tolerance of stress (drought, salinity, low and excessive
nutrient levels, pH extremes and contamination such as heavy metals). Advances in
genetic engineering also allow the potential to develop 'designer' fungi to cope with
specific toxicities. A major application of AMF technology in the USA has been in
“land reclamation and revegetation where both the introduction of inoculated plants
and inoculation of entire sites may take place in order to build the mycorrhizal
network”. Findlay makes the strong point that “many nursery and landscape
practices eliminate or inhibit mycorrhiza. Soil disinfection, the use of inert substrates
and chemical biocides, together with high nutrient levels mean that plants are often
lacking in effective mycorrhiza at the time of planting.” Although mycorrhozas may
offer an “exciting and sustainable approach to the management of landscape plants”
they are not a “panacea to bad landscape and horticultural practice.” A reappraisal
of nursery and landscape practice is required to maximise the potential benefits.
3.6.7 Regeneration v seeding
The underlying belief system is to allow natural development of plant
communities adapted to the site conditions:
“No artificial seeding should be necessary with natural seed invasion and development of
sward influenced by [humans]’ only in terms of the initial soil conditions provided. Even then
interference is restricted to those places where user requirements of the site or conservation
values necessitate a particular type of plant community” (Cole and Keen, 1976).
In most urban areas the need for quick establishment demands a seeding or planting
policy, however the initial species planted are not intended to dictate the long-term
development of plant communities7 .“
Dunnett (1995b) argues that spontaneous vegetation functions quite differently [to
seeded or planted vegetation] and that natural processes of nutrient cycling,
competition and succession determine the vegetation’s character. It involves:
 designing to achieve some degree of 'self-regulation' in the vegetation; and
7 Further reading:
Cole and Keen, (1976) describe experiments and methods used in the establishment of wild flowers
on road verges and planting design in high-density housing estates.
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 a knowledge of plant longevity, competitive behaviour and a clear understanding
of ecological principles.
Knowledge of a plants competitive strategy with regard to the two factors of
stress and disturbance is essential for successful ecological planting design.
Sustainable, self-regulating and dynamic systems can be created by careful
species selection and appropriate management.
What is created is not a static design but a continually evolving pattern where the
landscape environment is dictated by the interaction of vegetation growth and human
use patterns (Cole and Keen, 1976).
3.6.8 International initiatives
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ‘Memorandum on Environmentally
Beneficial Landscaping’ in 1994. This report contains recommendations for
‘Environmentally Beneficial Landscaping’ that entails utilising techniques that
complement and enhance the local environment and seek to minimise the adverse
effects that landscaping could have on it. The objectives of the Memorandum were
to:
 Promote the conservation of native and wild plant populations and plant
communities in relation to creative conservation and ecological restoration.
 Encourage best practice in the re-creation of native vegetation
 Provide education, training and research (EPA, 1994)
Everett (1998) reports that, In 1998 the British Government signed an International
Convention on the Protection of Biodiversity. The Convention aims to protect the
variety of life, including local genetic variety, in response to the evidence that by
introducing foreign strains of native species in landscapes the genetic integrity of
native plants can be eroded. Proposals of the Convention include a feasibility study
for a source-certification scheme, production of technical guidance for practitioners,
environmental codes of practice for growers and specifiers, an inquiry service,
training, advancing Government policy and a ‘wild-plant’ manual.
The Convention points out an apparent lack of clear guidance for landscape
professionals, and other land managers, is evident when undertaking 'creative'
conservation schemes. It is felt by the British Government that there is also a more
fundamental problem associated with supervision and management of schemes. It
stresses the importance of obtaining advice from a botanist with knowledge of native
plants and their ecology before proceeding to specify plants for schemes where
native plants are required. The landscape profession is regarded as having a
particular obligation to consider this issue.
3.7 On perennials and grasses
Traditional approaches to planting design have been based on an assemblage of
three strata of planting, ie trees, shrubs and ground covers. More recently a
simplification has emerged by deleting one or more of these layers. The ground
cover layer is retained because of the need for surface stability but either trees or
shrubs or both may be largely or totally absent in the planted landscape
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Koningen and Leopold (1996) record that as early as 1939, the Dutch municipality of
Amstelveen developed a policy to create public spaces of high quality. It combined
practical ecological field experience, thorough horticultural craftsmanship and subtle
pictorial creativity. Fifty years of experience with extensively and intensively managed
planting schemes, of a natural or naturalistic character has been accumulated and is
said to have great relevance to the contemporary context. Problems have been
turned into assets and were interpreted as an opportunity to achieve a large scale,
landscape architectural design based upon phyto-geographical principles (ecology).
The design is sophisticated with large mosaics of wild plants incorporating a whole
range of close-knitted perennial communities and scattered, informal compositions.
This type of planting spread into the green spaces between residential areas, this
included the borders of ponds and watercourses which were purposely planted or
sown with indigenous perennials. Maintenance is variable : intensive for fine
structured, open mosaics, less so for closed ones. “In practice the combination of a
tree and shrub layer of cultivated species with an under-planting of indigenous
perennials has proven valuable. After some years a certain level of stabilisation and
refinement is reached which seems hard to achieve with traditional methods.”
Planting schemes with either refined, special characteristics or a monotypic, neutral
aspect may be laid out in response to the natural conditions, social desirability,
financial resources and design options of particular locations (Koningen and Leopold,
1996).
Within this genre, there have been important new trends in perennial planting design
in continental Europe. This has been particularly evident in urban parks featuring
naturalistic planting schemes which include a mix of native and exotic herbaceous
perennials. Von Schoenaich (1994) discusses the work of Professor Richard Hansen
and F.Stahl (1993) as described in their book - Perennials and their Garden Habitats.
These designers take a systematic approach to planting design in this genre. The
approach divides the whole planting spectrum into seven Lebensbereiche (living
spaces) ranging from woodland to open ground and water. It also looks at plants in
terms of competitive behaviour and longevity (phytosociology) with the aim of
designing sustainable plant communities.
The work also considers the aesthetic lifespan of plant associations and their findings
are backed up by observations from the wild and from garden trials. Observations
regarding growth patterns, root, reproductive systems and compatibility of plants give
vital clues to a method of developing economic perennial schemes for public parks.
Three German examples: The Westpark, Munich International Garden Festival; the
Stuttgart International Garden Festival; and Pregsattel, Stuttgart, are discussed by
Von Schoenaich (1994).
Von Schoenaich (1995) notes that “few landscape schemes include ornamental
grasses even though they are dominant in more than thirty per cent of the earths’
vegetation and are possibly the most versatile of all plant families.” Plant migration
patterns are continually changing through human influence and habitat destruction is
a much greater threat to rare and endangered species than alien vegetation8. “Since
grasses tend to be the first invaders of a poorly planned or maintained planting
8 Note that this is a UK article and the view expressed may have variable validity in other parts of the
world
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scheme they are worth considering as an alternative to shrubs [and other
ground covers]”. The vigour of grass also suggests it can be used to retard
growth of other invasive species in a planting scheme.
The concept of ‘Sociability’, which describes the grouping in which species appear
within a plant community in the wild is also discussed by von Schoenaich (1995).
Inherent ‘Sociability’ is determined by form of growth and seed dispersal
mechanisms. The current work of nursery operators such as Ernst Pagels and Beth
Chatto, and the collaborative work of landscape architect Wolfgang Oehme (Oehme,
Van Sweden and Assoc.) and nurseryman Kurt Bluemel is acknowledged. Other
significant work in Europe that must be mentioned in this context is that of Peter Latz
and Arno Schmid (see Section 3.12).
Dunnett (1995a) notes that “grasses can bring the extra dimension of movement
to landscape, a wealth of seasonal highlights and help compose some of the
most inspiring semi-natural vegetation. Mass plantings can produce bold
effects.” It is also noted that “native grasses are 'pre-adapted' to their native habitats
and are especially suited to ecological or naturalistic planting.” Reference is made to
a light/shade continuum model for naturalistic planting of native grasses and grass-
like plants and it is noted that the woodland edge transition between light and shade
offers much scope for experimentation and development.
The ecological and management principles for successful ground cover planting are
transferable to herbaceous planting (Hitchmough, 1994a). Hitchmough suggests that
it is necessary to “review plant selection, planting design, and management of plants
from both a socio-political and ecological perspective” if we are to maximise benefits
and minimise costs. Factors for review include:
 how they will be perceived and valued by local community;
 resilience to typical public ‘wear’;
 theft and management failure due to economic shortfalls; and
 how plants interact with their environments and one another.
Hitchmough (1994a) refers to the work of Phillip Grime which provides a predictive
model of how species are likely to respond to different environments and compete
with one another.
It is argued that, while the genuine merits of continental herbaceous planting design
is plain, the cost is generally prohibitive (Hitchmough and Dunnett, 1997). Reference
is made to research at the University of Sheffield that is developing novel types of
vegetation for urban public spaces that can be managed at a much lower cost.
The article details four types of vegetation cover that offer this potential:
 Hybrid native-exotic hay meadow: to produce a long-lasting and dynamic
vegetation that provides good habitat for native plants and animals with minimal
maintenance;
 Hybrid native-exotic coppice shrubbery: as a dynamic, bio-diverse and colourful
alternative to mono-cultural urban shrub mass;
 Prairie-like vegetation: developing forb-dominated prairie-like communities on
infertile subsoil, building rubble and sand; developing sown communities of
tussock-forming native and exotic grasses; and
 Herbaceous plant communities: for fertile urban soils.
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3.8 On water conservation and xeriscape principles.
Tasker (1985) observes “that the xeriscape concept has spread across the country
(UK). Principles of limiting lawn area, efficient irrigation, soil improvement, mulching,
drought tolerant plants, proper maintenance” and that the concept “has helped ease
the nursery industry into growing fewer exotics and more natives.” The spread of the
xeriscape concept has increased understanding about plant associations and
adaptations. One of the critical issues with design planting to xeriscape
principles is the recognition that “it is always the least drought tolerant species
that determines the irrigation regime” (Hitchmough, 1994a).
3.8.1 The Californian situation
The imperative to use water wisely and the wider emergence of water saving
principles first penned as xeriscaping, were first recognised and promoted in the dry
Californian climate and are now widely endorsed throughout Australia
There are seven principles (listed in Section 3.8.2) and these are based on the
outcomes of a seminar held in Orange County, Southern California in 1986. The
word Xeriscaping became the registered trademark of the National Xeriscaping
Council Inc. and its mandate was to conserve water through creative landscaping
and to promote quality landscaping that conserves water and protects the
environment. (Xeriscape ’86,1986).
The beginning of an appropriate model for California relates back to the first mission
courtyards, which conserved water through protection from the climate, with walls,
pergolas, enclosed patios with fountains and appropriate trees for shade and fruits.
The plant materials originated in Mediterranean climates and therefore were well
suited to the similar climatic conditions of Southern California. (Power, 1995). These
original models provided appropriate examples for the development of the seven
principles of xeriscaping.
3.8.2 The Australian situation
Australia is described as the driest continent in the world (after Antarctica) with a run-
off rate of 80% of the rain that falls (Walsh, 1993, Patrick, 1994, Gleick, 1994). Other
causes for concern in this dry continent are salination through the depletion of natural
vegetation, soil erosion, desertification and Eurocentric gardening and agricultural
practices which consume large amounts of fresh water. It is suggested that if every
local authority and domestic gardener in Australia made a conscious effort to save
water in the garden 60% of each city’s water supply would be conserved (Poulton,
2000).
From 1992 Australia initiated an awareness program to draw attention to the
depletion of fresh water and each State set into place education programs which
described the seven points of xeriscaping or techniques to use in order to attain
water saving landscapes (Poulton, 2000). Although the principles were not named
xeriscaping the seven principles mirrored the original concept (Xersicape’86, 1986).
These are:
 Design – including all preliminary work that involves knowing the site, its form,
context and content. This also includes using construction techniques to
ameliorate the climatic conditions, for example, walls for protection against the
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inclement winds, pergolas for sun shading, and fountains or pools with recycled
water for coolness.
 Soil amendments – improving the quality of water percolation and vice versa and
improving soils in order to get the optimum plant growing from them.
 Efficient irrigation-with recycled water, captured waste and renewed household
water, irrigation at night and drip irrigation.
 Practical turf areas – use of appropriate grass species to suit the conditions, less
turf, paving, ground cover and other materials in lieu of turf.
 Appropriate plant selection – use of indigenous species, and/or species from
similar conditions. Planting to be the appropriate place, that is, water needing
plants at the lowest point, and plants that need little water at the highest points.
 Mulching – large garden beds with appropriate mulches to prevent evaporation.
 Appropriate maintenance – weeding, pest control, nutrient additives, and selected
pruning (Williams,1994).
Although the Australian garden’s design and philosophy still has a strong Eurocentric
basis (Archer, 1996; Bail, 1997; Berrall, 1978; Boldrewood, 1893; Boyd, 1972;
Crittenden, 1979; Cuffley, 1983) there is an awareness of the uniqueness of
Australian plants and their appropriateness for the Australian landscape (Walling,
1947, 1984, 1952; Maloney and Walker, 1966; Stones, 1971).There is also an
awareness of the need to save water by the use of plant materials that need less
water or are in harmony with the specific site,(Passmore, 1996; Perry,1989; Ruaux,
1992; Water Services, 1993; Handreck 1986; Dixon, 1994; Crossman, 1994)
It has been suggested that recognition of the subtle and sensitive nature of the true
Australian landscape is one way to save water in the landscape. Through example
and education using current techniques of promotion Australians can apply the seven
steps of xeriscaping in moderated form to suit specific situations and thus save fresh
water (Poulton, 2000).
3.9 On phytoremediation of toxic sites
There has been already much discussion on the need for sustainable design
approaches. This section emphasises the practical application of planting design to
the 'correction' of industrialisation and pollution. The explorations by Masters student
Barbara Steiner (2001c) have provided a foundation for this review and provide this
useful introduction to the topic:
The effects of worldwide industrialisation have taken a heavy toll on the natural
environment, and the myriad of complex manmade toxic chemicals have left an
unprecedented legacy on this planet. Environmental pollution – contaminated land, air
and water – has never before in history reached as massive a scale as it has at the
beginning of the 21st century. Much of earth's land and water environments are polluted to
unacceptable and unsafe levels, and there are few ecosystems left unaffected by the
influence of human use – controlled and uncontrolled – of chemicals (Birch 1993,
Graham 1970, Carson 1962).
Among the widespread and profound changes to human behaviour and treatment of
the environment that correction of this pollution requires, are efforts to restore or
remediate contaminated sites by landscape designers and others. Using plants to
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assist in cleaning or restoring contaminated sites is a very recent development in
theory and practice and is known as phytoremediation. Steiner (2001c) stated
…phytoremediation design for contaminated land is a recently developed, simple yet
complex process requiring thorough site and contamination investigation, careful plant
selection as well as economic and regulatory considerations. To date, Introduction to
Phytoremediation (USEPA 2000) is the only text, which offers practical guidelines for the
preparation of phytoremediation proposals.
Using plants in these circumstances requires a change of focus and purpose for the
designer. Steiner (2001c) wrote: "The primary objective in planting design using
phytoremediation for contaminated sited is to reduce, extract or degrade through
plants the toxic substances within the soil matrix. … plants can be used to 'pump and
treat' contaminated ground-water (Ferro 2000); absorb and degrade toxic
compounds, transform and volatilise them through their leaves." Steiner observed
that while phytoremediation is essentially an internal process of recovery, there are
external aesthetic and sensory aspects which are secondary concerns for the
designer. However, aesthetic values are highly mutable and phytoremediation may
led to a new aesthetic – taking on board the 'stressed and unhealthy' look of plants
as they change the soil or the water – a visible reminder of the contaminated nature
of the site and the process of healing.
Steiner (2001c) presents several innovative planting design models for
phytoremediation purposes, based on an understanding of horizontal or aerial soil
profiles of affected sites. A summary of the types of contaminated sites is also
contained in Steiner (2001c) and is reproduced in Appendix 2.
The six scenarios for treating a contaminated site as investigated by Steiner is worth
pursuing in detail, and reference to her completed thesis is highly recommended. For
this present report, only a few more general observations are included.
Accommodating human activities within phytoremediation sites is generally not
recommended, for the safety of people and the health of plants. One design objective
then, can be allowing some minimal participation, perhaps on the edges of the site or
overlooking it, to help promote the restoration activities. The educational potential is a
considerable opportunity in such projects. Future land-uses of contaminated sites are
contained in another design stage.
3.10 On the environmental art movement
In Chapter 2, the discussion on traditional planting design included an introduction to
the established and emerging ideas combining art and the environment (particularly
Section 2.4). Drawing from the investigations of Steiner (2001b), the three major
kinds of environmental art considered were: Land Art (Earth Art); Interpretive
Environmental Art; and, Ecological Art. Extending that exploration in this section,
some of the theoretical frameworks in contemporary art movements have been
examined in relation to planting design. Emerging ideas are informed from many
sources. Table 3.10 emphasises the influence of Art Theory and Art Movements on
contemporary planting design. The importance of science (especially concerning the
environment), physical and human geography can be also noted. The review was
compiled by QUT Graduate Diploma in Landscape Architecture student Kim Watson
in 1999, who had just completed the thought-provoking AAB712 Contemporary
Arts Issues in QUT’s Faculty of Arts. The movements reviewed were: Modernism;
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Pop Art; Minimalism; Conceptualism & Performance; Postmodernism One;
Postmodernism Two; Modernist Art Photography; Feminism; Fluxus; New Realists;
Dada & Surrealists; and, Constructivism. Some extra comments have been added,
contained within ►these marks◄.  This review is NOT the final word – merely a
starting point for further discussion.
TABLE 3.10 CONTEMPORARY ART MOVEMENTS and PLANTING
DESIGN
Modernism
 composition/ ► geometric relationships. ◄
 picturesque
 surface / flatness
► abstract. ◄ representation
►Also the great California School designers – Garrett Eckbo, Thomas Church and Lawrence Halprin;
early Christopher Tunnard and Geoffrey Jellicoe; etc. ◄
Mary Miss — foreshore promenade design, listed for her approach to composing the view and organization of the view.
This example is also highly structured and pictorial.
Kathryn Gustafson — listed for her structured design, ►geometric relationships ◄ and sensitivity  to materials of the 
site.
►Also Burle Marx – for his abstract, bold patterns in paving and planting design ◄
Paul Bangay — listed for his strict organization of the view, highly clipped, manipulated and controlled planting designs.
Creates a picture, view-sheds are controlled by planting whether it be, closing down the picture plane or opening it up.
►Although Bangay's regularity is usually more in the classical tradition than Modernism◄
Pop Art
 eccentric
 replicable
 banal
 representations of Big Business
 overt
 denotative / iconic
 the "Superstar" artist
The "quirky gardens "phenomena — listed tentatively for its eccentricity however many of the gardens are created with
a passion and individuality that can not be compared to the theories of Pop. ► Martha Schwartz for her bagel
parterre, etc. ◄
Pump it out Corporate / Apron planting — listed for their banal, replicable, Ready Made qualities. Their similarities
become representations of Big Business or the corporate sector. ►Also known as 'International Resort Style'
when associated with tourist developments (anywhere in world)' ◄
Round About planting/ Residential Estates/ Display Villages are all listed for as examples Ready-mades, of replicable
designs, lacking an author and lacking originality.
Hydro-seeding — listed for the its large scale production line quality. Likened to the many examples of the processed
Campbell Soup Can works by Warhol — large scale production of replication and application.
Martha Schwartz, Peter Walker, George Hargreaves….big names of Landscape Architecture who have become so
through signature designs and continue to ride the wave of success — listed for their super star approach to design and
use of design signatures.
Minimalism
 simple complexity
 state of non description/ connotative
 redefinition of space
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 simple aesthetics / deep in theories & meanings
 industrial medium
 intervention
 site specificity
 covert
 awareness of temporal & spatial elements
Rehab of toxic sites/ post industrial sites/ terrain vague — listed for the attempt to redefine the site through design by
being aware of temporal & spatial elements. Many designs are supported by theories and contextual understanding of
the site.
Brick Pit Student Competition ►at Sydney Olympics site, Homebush ◄  — tentatively listed as examples of
designs that acknowledge industrial history through underlying theory. Not interventionist design more so significant as
most conveyed an awareness of time and space.
Peter Latz — listed for his utility of a controlled planting palette in post- industrial landscapes. Through juxtapositions
between ruins/ decay/ industrial/ pastoral/ growth/ creation/ intervention/ pure balance, he redefines the space. His
designs are covert and simple.
Robert Murase & Xochimilco National Park, Mexico — both listed for their simple complexity, through their utility of
materials and understanding of site. Both are examples of interventionist design as both use the collision of water, plant
materials and hard scape to create a discordant harmony. However both designs are not a true intervention as all
designs are ultimately beautiful and non intrusive.
Planting of monoculture — listed for the simplicity of planting palette.
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Conceptualism & Performance
 language + incorporation of the written word
 enquiries into how art has meaning
 art as a system unto itself
 concerns with class and cultural constructions
 feminist/ psychoanalytical theories
 temporal
 process/ outcome redefinition
Richard Weller/ Vlad Sitta/ Anton James (maybe if he used more plant material) — listed for their designs that
incorporate the written word. Designs are so loaded with meaning they are too heavy to fly of the drawing board!!
Vlad Sitta's designs using fire and controlled burning off fit well into the process/ outcome equation similarly his designs
are
in tune with feminist theories of the temporal nature of the environment.
Designs incorporating grasses, meadow planting, crops etc.— listed in reference to the feminist theories that were
incorporated in Conceptualism. Plantings are temporary, seasonal, appreciating the changing elements of the
environment.
City farms/ Community gardens/ Utility of permaculture principles — listed for their adherence to systems, systems of
growth, people and energy. The history surrounding city farms and community gardens reflect similar concerns with
class and cultural constructions as portrayed by Conceptual artists.
►Also Ian Hamilton Finlay – poet and his Scottish garden, Stoneypath – unique place, brimming with
allusions, metaphors and visual jests ◄
Postmodernism One
 playful
 reflective
 concerned with "Re" ― re- working re- evaluating, etc.
Martha Schwartz — for her playful use of materials & landscape forms.
D Block courtyard design (utility of botanical signage for all plant material used) / Queen Street Mall Design
(acknowledge past design lines in present design) — listed for their recognition/ reflection of history in their designs. In
both examples there is and acknowledgment of existing linkages, palimpsest, traces to the present. ► Although these
are minor applications of these ideas.◄
►Also Charles Jencks and Maggie Keswick – Garden at Dumfriesshire, Scotland; where Feng Sui meets
science (Chaos Theory); re-working expressed in metaphor/ allusion + playful, curving land forms ◄
Postmodernism Two
 nihilism
 presence through absence
 process
 acknowledgment of time and patterning
 physicality
Recent works by Janet Lawrence — listed for their utility of plant material by suggestion only, following the presence by
absence theory. In many of her works plant materials are written about, abstracted or used referentially instead of being
actualised.
Queen Street Mall — listed for the use of motifs of plant material, ie. leaves inlaid on the ground and suspended above
the pedestrian.
►Another minor application, seemingly without the intellectual depth; similarly, QUT D Block Courtyard
with layers of different patterns in paving and planting including outlines of former buildings on the site ◄
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Modernist Art Photography
 challenging authorship
 the "pure idea"
 documentation
 fact/ fiction/ reality/ visual constructs
Pastiche design (creating an authentic Thai garden in your home in Kenmore) — listed for the elements of distillation,
adaptation and manipulation that occur in planting design. It is the contemporary Asian cuisine approach to garden
design, the creation of one thing out of so many influences that the purity of the original source is lost. Challenging the
constructed reality/ pure idea/ authorship debate. ►Also part of this Thai/Asian gardening trend is the
(re)appreciation of TROPICAL plants – for sub/tropical climates and as fantasies in temperate places –
such as New York or London (challenging climate, the author of ecosystems)◄
Feminism
 temporal
 concerns with the environment
 seasonal/ ephemeral/ transient
 acknowledging & challenging spectator/ viewers relationship within art
 re-evaluating the traditions of the "gaze"
Hospital/ Rehabilitation Institutes garden design — listed tentatively for designs that acknowledge the "gaze" of the
viewer and elements of nurturing not only the environment but for the people who will interact with that environment.
Works of Robert Murase, Janet Lawrence, Vlad Sitta, Peter Latz etc. — for their sensitivity and respect of the
environment and its processes.
Fluxus
 irreverent
 sarcastic/ anarchic/ anti-establishment/ belligerent
 documented from conception phase
 everyday collectable materials
Agrarian landscapes in urban contexts — listed as it can be seen as anarchic/ anti-establishment, opposing the norms
of planting traditional species in urban settings. Crops and edible landscape can be seen as everyday materials if you
think really laterally!
►Especially Agnes Dean – for her confronting wheat field in Central Park (NY); also Derek Jarmon's
garden – windswept Kentish cobbles, deceorated with objets trouvé (seaside jetsam) and poems on walls ◄
New Realists
 reality driven
 integration of art with life
 object trouvé concept
merged contemporary science/ technology with art
Peter Latz — designs are reality driven, perfect integrations of design and life. If you follow that line of thought could you
say that many firms are new realists because what governs many of their designs, after money that is, is the harsh
reality of the site, pragmatics, practicalities, potentials and constraints. I don't know!
►Perhaps some aspects in Brisbane's urban design treatments: placing community/place inspired artworks
within everyday places; Sculptor Christopher Trotter's wallabies in George Street made of metal tools ◄
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Dada and Surrealism
 praises for the unreason in existence
 poetic disorganisation of reality
 nonsense/ illogical
 transitory/ impermanence
 prevocational/ rebellious
 attacking all forms of traditional art
 writing/ words were the true function of thought
 revealing the unconscious mind
 literary/ theatrical
Bill Mollison — listed for his provocative attitude toward contemporary methods of planting. ►provactively
envrionmentally responsible !◄
Burle Marx — listed for his theatrical designs and creative structural planting materials. ►Marx was a Modernist
artist – curvilinear abstract patterns feature strongly in paving, wall treatments & planting◄
RMITs forms of design generators (train ticket generator) — listed for the approach toward a disorganisation of reality or
traditional forms of the design process.
►Also Ian Hamilton Finlay again; allegorical elements of Geoffrey Jellicoe's Kennedy Memorial at
Runnymede.◄
Constructivism
 communistic
 anarchistic
 didactic
 socialisation of art
 production based on science & technology
 process based : tectonic — merging the concept & form; factura — realisation of natural transformation
 creative evolution from concept to fabrication
City farms/ community gardens/ verge gardens — listed because their creation is an expression of community and
renegade-ness. These gardens are also conveying a strong respect for the evolution of an idea from conception
through to actualisation.
Green Guerillas in New York — listed for their anarchic attitude toward assisting in establishment of community gardens
in neighbourhood areas.
Peter Walker — listed on purely aesthetic grounds. Many of his large-scale design utilise strong geometry intersecting
with hard linear patterns.
3.11 On fashionable garden styles
Popular trends in garden and planting design have contributed in professional theory
and practice, in years past as they do today. A review of popular Australian trends
over the last forty years reveals some interesting results. Fads take hold and flourish,
but do not necessarily disappear from the lexicon of garden designers, professional
horticulturalists and amateur gardeners. Even older fashions persist. Throughout the
20th century, the rose and many other flowering annuals and perennials, remained
favourites in the typical home garden and public park (Poulton, 2000). Newer ideas
are seemingly added to the pile of potential 'styles' from which to choose – some
gardens being composed of several approaches on the one site. Particular fashions
or trends can be identified with ease, merely using the memories of the research
team.
The general public (and professional landscape designers) were fascinated by
Australian 'native' plants and 'bush gardens' from the late 1950s, but achieved their
highest popularity arguably from the late 1960s and 1970s (Poulton, 2000). The
1980s bought historicism and sentimentality for an idealised past, which fostered the
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fashion for English cottage gardens and variations on herbaceous borders. With
this trend, the cooler parts of Australia fared better than the hotter northern parts
where annuals rushed to seed and perennials withered in the wet, humid summers.
The early 1990s marked the beginning of the 'Tuscan' or 'Mediterranean' style –
complete with terracotta ornamental pots, formal regularity in arrangements, taut
plant clipping and a selection of plants that suited a Mediterranean climate. The
unsuitability of such plants to subtropical/tropical locations or cold/temperate places
was largely ignored until the planting failures became prevalent. Even so the 'look' –
the visual character generating special associations of meaning and atmosphere –
remains desirable. Substituting plants that are more tolerant of local conditions have
become common place (e.g. using Murraya paniculata instead of Buxus sp.) to
maintain that Mediterranean 'feel'.
From the late 1990s, perhaps as a reaction to the dry summer schemes of the
Mediterranean style, the trend for tropical, 'Bali-style' gardens began and thrives
today. While 'tropicalia' is a term coined by Richard C. Tongg in the 1960s, the
concept of 'tropical garden design' can be traced back to a much earlier date. While a
'tropical garden style' was mooted back in the 1930s (by Kuck and Tongg), this trend
has remained arguably in the background while the previously mentioned garden
fashions ebbed and flowed. Before discussing the current expression of tropicalia
(Bali-style), a brief history of tropical gardening literature is provided (Sim, 1999).
Hugh Fraser Macmillan (1869-1948) was Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Peradeniya, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) from 1895 to 1925. He published widely on the
design of the several botanic gardens on Ceylon, their experimental programs and
horticulture generally for the tropics. His most important contribution was the book
Tropical Planting and Gardening published in Ceylon (1910, 1914 and 1925), then
more widely distributed with the fourth edition, published by Macmillan and Co,
London in 1935, followed by a fifth edition (1943, reprinted 1946). The long standing
authority of this work is further exemplified by the publication in 1991 of a sixth
edition (largely unchanged from the fifth). Although this work is primarily a gardening
and horticultural manual, some significant comments are included about garden
design and planting arrangements. This work has remained a reliable guide for
gardeners in the true tropics for over ninety years.
As far as can be determined, Hawaiian authors, Loraine E. Kuck and Richard C.
Tongg (1936), are the first professional designers to write about 'tropical' garden
design, anywhere in the world. Loraine E. Kuck was a journalist and author, who
lived for several years in Japan, finally settling in Hawaii. She wrote several
authoritative works on Japanese gardening. Richard Choy Tongg was trained in the
USA mainland as a landscape architect in the 1920s and returned to Hawaii to
practice and encourage a truly tropical gardening and design culture. Kuck and
Tongg first published through Macmillan of New York The Tropical Garden: Its
design, horticulture and plant materials in July 1936. A subsequent edition was called
The Modern Tropical Garden: Its Design, Plant Materials and Horticulture (copyright
1955), published in 1960. The 1930s edition provides considerable insight into
American professional landscape design within a tropical milieu at that time. The post
war book featured the results of "years of additional experience in growing tropical
plants and making gardens [which] have greatly broadened it." The authors also
acknowledge their "appreciation and the help received from Garret Eckbo's book,
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'Landscape for Living,' with its inspiring outline of the new thinking which has swept
over the world of landscape planning in recent years." What places the earlier book in
context in particular is this statement from the later work (1970): "Probably the most
important new thing [about the new edition] is its emphasis on making the garden a
livable extension of the house. Our earlier work gave some thought to this which was
a rather new thing – even for tropical gardens. Today, it is the main trend everywhere
in garden planning." Thus, this later work on tropical garden design shows a marked
influence of modernist design ideas (especially the post-war Californian Landscape
School).
Other authors (botanists in particular) have helped maintain interest in things tropical
– Joseph L. Rock (1917) described Hawaiian trees; Alfred Byrd Graf compiled visual
descriptions (photographs) of tropical (he called them 'exotic') plants for decades
(1957 until 1992 at least); R.E. Holttum (1953, 1991) wrote about Malaysian native
flora and tropical gardening; Bruggeman (1957, 1971) concentrated on cultivation
and plant lists; as did Menninger (1962) who revelled in the colourful flowering trees
of the warmer parts of the world. The distinction here, is that this group was not
overtly discussing design, concentrating instead on horticultural or botanical
descriptions.
More recently, a profusion of books on tropical gardens in southeast Asia – with
lusciously colourful illustrations, beautifully photographed – have generated
considerable interest in local amateur and professional garden design circles. William
Warren and photographer Luca Invernizzi Tettoni have produced The Tropical
Garden (1991), Thai Garden Style (1996), and Balinese Gardens is in its second
edition (1997). Made Wijaya (formerly Michael White) landscape designer, writer,
landscape building and maintenance contractor has lived in Bali (Indonesia) since
1971 and operates throughout southeast Asia. Writing for the Sunday Bali Post under
the pen-name 'Stranger in Paradise', Wijaya (meaning 'victory') has described his
experiences of learning to garden in the tropics. His home Villa Bebbek, established
in Sanur in 1988, is an experimental ground for his designs. Wijaya combines tropical
plants, Bali gardening and spiritual traditions with English cottage gardens to make a
unique design approach, which he calls an "ordered jungle". In 1999 he published
Tropical Garden Design to great acclaim and growing influence.
Other authors have presented works with a distinctive subtropical flavour, building on
the ground-breaking work of Herbert (1952) and later Oakman (1958, 1975). Hanly
and Walker (1992) from New Zealand show the range of interest in this climatic zone
worldwide. Similarly, Iversen (1999) writes about creating 'exotic gardens' –
designing with tropical plants – in almost any climate, continuing a tradition of
European temperate climate bedding out (and subtropical bedding) that dates back
to mid-19th century.
One observation from this scant review of popular trends in garden/planting design is
that this constant changing of fads is perhaps due to the active management that
some talented amateur gardeners want to contribute to their hobby. There appears to
be a need to explore and experiment, whether this is based on a lack of sound
horticultural knowledge requiring constant replanting and redesigning, or because the
experienced gardener desires a new thrill or opportunity. The results of these
appetites are the continual changes and the sustained interest in previous fashions.
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Dismissing such wants from the professional lexicon of design is foolhardy. Human
beings are creatures of fashion, and will ever require new ideas to challenge and
support rebellious generations. An allied observation is that fashion is a strong
component of planting design (as in other design fields) and is unlikely to be replaced
by a single, long-lasting, unchanging paradigm. The nature of human creativity,
psychology, cultural and social needs and desires would preclude such a static
solution.
3.12 Useful examples of planting design in practice
The literature review revealed a number of projects, case studies and special focus
articles that provide a range of practical examples of application of these emerging
theories. These projects were identified as part of the literature review undertaken
for this chapter.
3.12.1 Duisberg Nord and other projects, Germany (Latz, 1998)
Peter Latz has pioneered a new genre of park design in his work on industrial ruins
such as Duisberg Nord in which
"the vegetation … does not cover the park [of 230ha] evenly, or as it might in 'natural'
landscapes. Instead 'vegetation fields' lie like single different clumps between the ribbon like
structures of the railway and the water park, covering isolated areas with differentiated forms
and colours. Birches … are now colonising the black waste material of the coal washing
process" (Latz, 1998).
3.12.2 Emscher Park, Germany (Schmid, 1998)
Emscher Park is described as a ten year improvement scheme for one of the most
degraded and exploited landscapes in Germany. The primary vehicle to implement
the scheme is a ten year span International Building Exhibition. It was recognised
that "a devitalisation [sic] program for the economic and social renewal of the region
could only be successful if an ecological renewal took place at the same time".
3.12.3 Oakwood, UK (Tregay, 1985)
At Oakwood, a new residential area of Warrington New Town, the objective of
management is not to achieve either a politician’s dream of rock-bottom maintenance
costs or a scientists dream of ‘text-book’ plant communities or rarities and maximum
species diversity. Primarily it is to create a sense of nature. The vegetation
communities dominate technical discussions and are pieces of a jig-saw which create
a particular landscape character. It is this overall picture, the quality of the landscape,
which is vital. The general maintenance regime, over an 8-year period, is discussed.
The main feature to note is the intensive establishment phase in the first three years,
and the gradual reduction in dependence on herbicides. A diverse natural character
has been achieved not by ‘leaving it to nature’ but through an intensive process of
management. Management principles of diversification are also discussed:
 Thinning - used to allow space for other plants to develop, decisions are made on
site and depend as much upon individual situations as on general policy
objectives
 Coppicing - used to promote dense growth, diversity of form and to temporarily
holding back vigorous species;
 Site methods - marking and taping of trees
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 Plantation Edges - important in visual terms as they are what is seen by passers-
by. The objective is to diversify the character of the edge through thinning,
coppicing and some pruning.
3.12.4 Expo ’98, Lisbon (Castel-Branco, 1998)
The celebration of the oceans and the first voyage of discovery was the theme of
Expo '98. An exchange of plants was planned to help recreate this theme. The
gardens that were designed are split into six different areas, each representing a
botanical source from overseas. They include the idea of refuge and make maximum
use of the play of light and shade. A major factor influencing the success of the
gardens was perceived to be their location within the Expo site. Shelter from the wind
was of primary importance.
The gardens run alongside an alley of umbrella pines, edged by shallow walls to
protect the six areas representing the African, Micronesian, Tropical, Goan, Asian
and the Timor Gardens. In the Timor Garden, Casuarina, sandalwood trees and
eucalyptus have been sourced to represent Timor, where the Portugese explorers
acquired sandalwood for its medicinal and woodworking properties. Garcia de Orta
reported it as a 'new' plant in the 16th Century.
3.12.5 Los Angeles International (LAX) Airport, USA (Chase, 1989)
The external landscape of LAX was designed to be seen at auto speed and therefore
employs large expanses of one or two kinds of plants. The consistent use of plant
material does unify the project but may become tiresome. Case suggests that "in
southern California stalwarts such as Raphiolepsis sp. and English Ivy have become
the equivalent of outdoor muzak."
3.12.6 The Earth Centre, UK (Chmiel, 1999)
On 2 April 1999, the Earth Centre became the first millennium landmark visitor
attraction to open in the UK. Built on the site of two former South Yorkshire collieries
it is the first major attraction based on the theme of a sustainable future. The brief for
the designers was to demonstrate every aspect of land management and ecological
processes while providing a striking setting for the Earth Centre buildings and other
attractions.
The planting plan aims to challenge present design attitudes, to make visitors look,
think and react and to demonstrate how regenerating land can provide rich
opportunities for food and timber production, education, wildlife and public enjoyment
while also providing visual delight, seasonal variety and diversity in planting types.
The planting needed to be sustainable and symbolically ordered to address
ecological and spiritual forces.
A key objective is for children to become truly ecologically literate.
Control of pests and diseases relies totally upon the use of biological control,
companion planting, barrier methods, use of resistant varieties, good husbandry and
garden hygiene, and crop rotation. The layout of Earth Centre is shown in Figure
3.12.6
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Figure 3.12.7 – Layout of the Earth Centre (Chmiel, 1999)
One of the chief motivating factors in the planting design was a desire to avoid
'typical' landscape architects' solutions (the low maintenance evergreen framework
with a limited variety of simple grass mixes, or the predominantly native deciduous
framework based on an ecological approach). Planting types are structured around
distinctive management zones ranging from dramatic terrace gardens demonstrating
organic gardening and land productivity to a sculptural forest garden, newly created
wetlands, theatrical play spaces, orchards, picnic meadows and drought gardens.
The Forest Garden is modelled on a natural woodland where the usual components
have been replaced by a tree layer of soft fruit and nut bushes and a ground layer of
perennial vegetables and herbs. Planting is set within earth mounds, shell-shaped
timber grids and a maze of forest paths.
Layering means that the garden can take advantage of available sunlight in a way
that a conventional vegetable garden or single layer orchard cannot. A variety of root
systems means that the whole volume of soil is used without plants competing
unduly for water and nutrients.
The Wetland Garden aims to demonstrate the value of aquatic plants, emergent
marginal and wetland scrub through four key management objectives: water
cleaning, planting for productivity, habitat creation and aesthetics.
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3.12.7 Lake Manyara Lodge, Tanzania (Richards, 1998)
The reality of the landscape concept was not fully appreciated by the client or lodge
managers. The plant materials naturally dry up and go brown during the dry season
and come to life again and flower when the rains come. The argument for a ‘green’
landscape was put forward in expectation that visitors would complain that the
garden was being neglected if the plants looked brown. This proved to be incorrect
as once guests had read the information leaflet in their rooms they became
enthusiastic about the ‘natural look’ and wanted to know more.
A botanist prepared a list of plant materials found in the area and this formed the
basis of a simple plant palette. Nurseries were established to produce all plants
required for the projects. All plant material had to be produced from seeds and
cuttings collected from local plants. Some stands of exotic trees were retained as a
fuelwood source. It is vital that a sustainable fuel source is developed to use an
alternative to the natural forest.
3.12.8 Heelands 1 and 3, UK (Stansfield, 1984)
Housing scheme in which the landscape solution responds to various architectural
styles and allows residents to personalise their own gardens.
Transition of building colours from light terracotta roofs and red walls to dark brindle
brick and brown roofs is complemented by the planting scheme which ranges the
opposite way from dark to light species. This was seen as a way to reduce the impact
of the buildings on the site by enclosing them and tying them to the land.
3.12.9 Hammersmith International Centre (Offices, hotel and conference
centre), UK (Stansfield, 1984)
Planting is designed to reflect the prestigious nature of the building and to
compensate for the disadvantages of the site, robust enough to withstand hostile
physical conditions and risk of vandalism and neglect. Tree planting eases the
transition of scale between humans and buildings and enriches the texture of light
and shade.
3.12.10 Aztec West (Business / Industrial Park), UK (Stansfield, 1984)
The Client saw the benefits of lavish landscaping as an attraction to tenants. This
was a staged project in which a strong geometric design (bold framework) can be
developed as and when required and landscaped as compartments, like "patches on
a quilt". The landscape reflects formality of the whole design and aims to minimise
the intrusive effect of cars. It has Beaux-arts overtones of robust simplicity.
3.12.11 The Rookery (houses and bungalows), UK (Stansfield, 1984)
The overall intent to was to blend the development with the existing village.
‘Cottagey’ flowering plants are used in planting scheme to appeal to elderly
residents. Sculptural treatments creating rhythm and accents, tension and release,
with bold plant forms emphasising the architectural quality of space. Use of colour
and texture to embroider the ground.
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3.12.12 The Institute for Regenerative Studies, California, USA (Lyle,
1991)
This Institute has been developed as a living environment for ninety students and
scholars on the Campus of the California State Polytechnic University. It is an
experiment with and demonstration of sustainable life-support technologies that
incorporate the structural and functional principles that support a natural ecosystem
in equilibrium and thereby sustain it. Structural and locational order developed in
concert with functional order. The forms reflect processes of biotic production which
together constitute a diverse agricultural ecology.
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4.0 Case Study: the
Gasometer Site
4.1 THE SELECTED SITE
The Workshop site is a ddistinctive landmark located in a prominent position in the
city of Brisbane. It houses a now disused Gasometer that once supplied reticulated
coal gas to thousands of households in the older parts of the city. Major State
infrastructure projects linking Brisbane to natural gas fields in the south west regions
of Queensland ultimately made the facility redundant. It is now earmarked for public
open space as part of an ongoing inner city renewal to convert previous industrial
land linked to the Brisbane River to medium to high density residential and mixed use
development.
Issues to be dealt with in the Case Study site included:
 the historical context of the gasometer site and the need to respect the existing
cultural landscape;
 the relationship to the Brisbane River and the landmark contribution of the
gasometer to the city skyline;
 the potential for the design of the site as an urban park to “push” or influence the
way in which the surrounding shift to residential development evolves;
 the contamination factors, proximity of the site to the Brisbane River and the need
for remediation to address runoff water quality and its potential on-site recycling;
 the exposure to saline winds under certain wind conditions that would influence
plant selection;
 reflecting all of the above issues in the physical expression of the park proposals;
and
 meeting the needs of the creative ego to be innovative.
4.2 WORKSHOP BRIEFING DOCUMENTS
A limiting factor to be recognised is the limited available knowledge of the Case
Study site in terms of physical and environmental conditions to be dealt with. There
was general awareness that the site was contaminated but the nature, extent and
severity of this contamination was not available to the workshop participants.
Similarly, there was no available information on the site soil type(s) and properties.
Therefore, attempts to select particular plants as part of the planting design
processes were notional only. The Research Team does not believe that this has
reduced the validity of the Case Study as an indicator of contemporary approaches to
planting design. The review process has been focused on conceptual thinking and
not on detailed design development which would be dependent on more detailed
data.
The briefing documentation given to the Workshop participants included the following
data:
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4.2.1 Briefing data background:
Brisbane, the capital city of Queensland moved forward into the new age of
landscape design and enlightenment in the early 1960’s. Up until this time, Brisbane,
was considered an unusual place as it was very different from the main stream
structures of most other Australian cities. Brisbane was unique, as it seemed to have
stood still in time and appeared to be still a large country town (Hockings, 1991;
O’Connor, 1991). Brisbane harked back to the Eurocentric environmental values on
which it was established.(Lunn, 1993; Malouf, 1975) and remained as such. The
CBD was for commerce and culture only, open during working hours and closed on
Sunday. A city bereft of vegetation except for designated parks and gardens, baking
in the summer and cheerless in the winter.
Although many of the early white settlers and visitors to Brisbane wrote glowing
reports of the burgeoning city in its early history (Blanch, 1991; Fewings, 1980),
others saw this city as unkempt, dry and dusty in winter and wet and muddy in
summer . As a result of this, the city took on a mantle of closure (McGahan, 2000;
North, 1980; Siemon, 1997) Its once wooded hills were laid bare and the landscapes
that were superimposed on them were formal and inappropriate for the climate and
topography. These new environments relied on gardening practices that referred
back to Eurocentric training, rather than addressing the innate qualities of the
Brisbane climate and soils (Poulton, 2000).
During the 1960s climatic awareness, new ideas, money and political interest saw
Brisbane as a city with the potential to become a central core in the new economies
that were emerging. Opportunities and potentials were identified that would bring
money and people to the State and one of the major thrusts in this area was in the
field of tourism. It was here that the city and indeed the State started to recognise
that clement weather conditions could be exploited to encourage the tourist and to
achieve this goal, it could be seen that a major overhaul of the city’s current planning
and environment needed to take place. It was deemed that the old structures should
be swept away and in their places, new, colourful and exciting landscapes should be
devised and built to acknowledge the full breadth of the external environment.
With this goal in mind planning strategies began to address initiatives that would
thrust this city into the contemporary modes of other Australian cities. These
strategies aimed at reinforcing the climatic benefits by giving the city back to its
people, removing industry from the CBD and replacing it with culture, entertainments
and high living qualities which would be set in and be part of new landscapes. The
new landscapes concerned themselves with the ideals as set down and they
flamboyantly changed the puritan face of the quiet town, to spectacle and fun. And
the people came and delighted in this. It was new, lively, exciting and encouraged the
acknowledgment of a new set of elements that recognised another genre of
uniqueness.
There seemed to be few constraints on what could be done. New materials were
available such as a potpouri of plants, and many of a very mature stance, and ‘fast-
track’ technology which made construction easier, faster and immediate. It was also
believed that fresh water was an unlimited commodity, that history should be ignored
and that all sites were pure in every form. All that was needed was to get rid of the
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existing structures and replace them with new, yet globa-tropical landscapes that
mirrored exotic places and climes.
All of this however, indicated that Brisbane still seemed reluctant to view its own
unique environmental qualities as its own and there appeared a ‘want’ to imitate
others, but now, not so England and northern Europe, but rather the tropical climes
and the antithesis of this, Mediterranea. Thus it could be seen that two styles of
landscape settings were emerging, and the first , globa tropical could be made to
look like the latter, Mediterranea by the use of large pruning shears, colourful
annuals, order and other paraphernalia .The latter actions ensured that once again
the natural landscape could be controlled. It is at this point in time that the realisation
has come about that none of these styles truly related to the endemic qualities of
Brisbane’s`landscape elements, the elements that gave Brisbane its uniqueness, its
history, its indigenous plant material and its own story (Hayden 1995).
The stories told through these new landscapes were still of imitation and lavishness,
and these new landscape narratives lacked the conviction of validity and
sustainability. Therefore, in order to investigate new planting design theories, and
landscape narratives it was considered appropriate to hold two workshops which
would include landscape architects and educators. The workshops would use a
theoretical framework based on the intensive exploration of all current writings on the
use of plants in designed landscapes.
4.2 2 Briefing data - the proposition:
The proposition at the core of this research project that emerged was that designs for
a new park should be explored through workshops and must involve professionals
associated with plant design. The results would be a new story, that is, a narrative
about the emergence of a new sub-tropical butterfly from the chrysalid of the past.
The story should address historical significance, site toxicity, water sensitivity, and
have a high interface with adjacent buildings.
4.3 WORKSHOPS
Two workshops were held and a summary of their briefs and process is provided
here.
4.3.1 The first Workshop:
Aim 1: to develop new planting design paradigms for sustainable environmental
design.
Objectives:
 to use the technique of a design workshop to explore a range of approaches to
plant design;
 to undertake a process of critical reflection of outcomes using the theoretical
framework as the reference; and
 to explore the potential of different approaches to plant design on one given site
within the overarching premise of environmental sustainability.
Aim 2: to select a site that has a very public face, be part of an urban renewal
program, and is a left over site from industrial usage.
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Objectives:
 To use the following criteria in site selection -
adjacent to the river;
be highly visible and part of expanding residential zones;
have relics of its past use;
have soil issues that are remnants of its past use; and
be at the interface of existing, emerging and new landscapes.
Method:
A group of landscape architects and educators were approached and the workshop
aims were outlined to them. To support this information, packages of theoretical
readings (the genesis of Chapters 2 and 3) were sent to them to read before the
workshop started.
The workshop ran for a full day and consisted of three mixed teams exploring options
for a concept design for the site which they had visited as the introduction to the
day’s design development. Site information as a survey and analysis was available
and assisted in consolidating visual information Figure 4.3.3.
At the end of the day each of the teams described their design developments to the
others for comment and reinforced the philosophical underpinnings that drove their
proposals forward. The supporting notated graphics and concepts were then used
as a basis for synthesis in the second workshop..
4.3.2 The second workshop:
Aim 1: to organize current literature on plant design into a theoretical framework for
this study and to use this information as a tool for synthesis.
Objective:
 To coordinate the four identified different approaches to planting design -
form follows function;
abstract art as expressed through design;
climate amelioration; and
sustainability issues.
Aim 2: to undertake a process of critical reflection of creative outcomes using the
theoretical framework as the reference
Objectives:
 to review each design and using the 4 categories identified, tabulate the manner
in which the categories were met; and
 to syntheise this information and draw well considered conclusions.
Method:
The Research Team first reviewed the three conceptual designs produced in
Workshop 1 to ensure that each was a valid response to the Workshop brief and that
the identified design objectives of each design team had been realised in the
outcomes.
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Figure 4.3.2 – Analytical plan of site potentials
(provided courtesy of EDAW (Australia) Pty Ltd, Brisbane Office)
Following this review, the Research Team, all experienced in planting design, were to
have considered each design under the four headings suggested by the objectives of
Aim 1, ie. form follows function; abstract art as the basis for design; climate
amelioration; and sustainability. However, a detailed content analysis of the
theoretical readings, carried out between Workshops 1 and 2 identified a much wider
number of themes than the four initially listed and, as a result, the following expanded
list of themes was applied in Workshop 2:
 form follows function;
 form, aesthetics, sense of place and time;
 ‘natural’ v ‘cultural’ landscapes;
 ecological principles and the imitation of nature;
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 ecological principles and the quest for sustainability, in turn sub-categorised into:
emergence of a sustainability ethic;
management of bush remnants;
ecological habitat reconstruction;
‘natives’ v ‘Exotics’;
provenance: selecting and sourcing plant materials
mycorrhizal associations;
regeneration v seeding;
 perennials and grasses;
 water conservation and Xeriscape principles;
 phytoremediation of toxic sites;
 the environmental art movement; and
 fashionable garden styles.
The information can be seen under table 4.4. and the outcomes and conclusions
follow.
4.4 WORKSHOP OUTCOMES
The workshop involved three design teams of three participants to each team. The
teams were required to take the site information and briefing documents provided
and develop conceptual designs for the site as a public park with an emphasis on
their approach to planting design as a core element of the design process.
The conceptual designs and supporting commentary produced by each of the three
teams follow:
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4.4.1 TEAM ONE: Barbara Steiner, Peter Boyle, Deb Robbins
THE IDEA To realise long term sustainability by putting in place a process which
detoxifies the site and establishes a new urban public open space genre and
aesthetic, one that marries the detoxification process with the means by which it may
be achieved and the experiential opportunities that this presents.
THE RATIONALE The starting point for long term sustainability is the detoxification
of the site substrate, the soil and water lying within and moving through it, ie A
BIOLOGICAL MACHINE.
The process is one of cycles where plants are harvested and replaced and a
succession of species is established to slowly draw toxic elements from the soil. The
landscape takes on a much more dynamic form than a more typical urban one. It
must evolve and the planting and its design must actively participate to resolve site
sustainability.
The planting arrangement reflects relative levels of toxicity within the substrate. Less
Toxic areas may require a less complicated remediation process, accommodating
successional monocultures and experimental plots of “test” species. More toxic
areas will look quite different with pockets of plants used to target certain toxicities
and degrees of toxicity, forming successional patterns which reflect the underlying
substrate problems.
A new genre of public open space is the outcome that hopefully communicates and
demands some understanding of the process that is taking place. Recognition of the
process may evoke an appreciation of a different urban aesthetic, one that consists
of transience and flux and not of a product to be consumed.
KEY POINTS
 The biological machine. Assumed to be the most toxic area of the site and
therefore demanding intensive and specific plantings to deal with various soil
contaminants that may occur focally or evenly distributed. Relatively chaotic
planting arrangements may result. This pattern represents in some ways the
chaotic nature of the metaphorically active “factory floor”9 of the site where the
greatest variety and intensity of combined effort is made by its “biological
machinery”.
Plants suggested include: Vetiver Grass, Brassica juncea (Indian Mustard),
Brassica napus (Canola, Rape), Helianthus annus (Sunflower).
 Monocultures. Assumed to be less toxic areas of the site. These areas provide
visual separation between the biological machine and the rest of the site and
includes a reinstated open drainage line and The Sink (a retention basin).
Plants suggested include: Vetiver Grass (along drain), Helianthus annus
(Sunflower), Hodeum vulgare (Barley), Melaleuca quinquenervia (in The Sink).
9 The research team noted that this was a poor metaphor because factories, requiring precise
attention to safety issues and production flows, are not chaotic.
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 Experimental plots. Assumed to be less toxic areas of the site. These areas
provide a strong geometric pattern within the landscape and act as readily
monitored trial plots for new plants to be tested for that particular site10
EXPERIENCING THE SITE The remediation process and the site itself may be
experienced in a number of ways:
 from above, as viewed from neighbouring buildings;
 from pathways at the edges of the site across swards of grasses etc. or along
maintenance tracks between plots; and
 from within the site, using metal gangways which are elevated to minimise
disturbance of plants.

The gangways provide the main access into and around the more toxic areas of the
site and allow access to the existing remnant structures. The latter form islands or
projections within the broadscale planting. Piped vents of subterranean tanks may
be enhanced (extended, sculpted, replaced) to take on a number of new functions
which relate more directly to the new processes taking place on the site as well as
adding whimsy in response to past use. These include leaving them as sculptural
flues, turning them into “flutes” (wind instruments) or flares (periodic combustible
emissions). They could also act as interpretive markers of diminishing toxicity over
time or be fitted out to take on a technical monitoring role.
The subterranean tanks themselves could be opened and ramped at one end for
viewing or may be used (with modification) for closed incineration of harvested plant
material. Transparency and the ability to view this phase of the [detoxification]
process is desirable.
Other concrete structures such as piers and panels could accommodate viewing
decks or alternative planting [containers] safe from the “nasty” soil.
The gangways also connect to the river edge, projecting beyond the mangroves for
the appreciation of extensive views along the river and opposite banks.
The Concept Plan proposed by Team One follows (Figure 4.4.1)
10 The research team noted the suggested language of strip farming evident in this element of the
proposed landscape.
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Figure 4.4.1 – Concept proposal by Team 1
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4.4.2 TEAM 2: Delwynn Poulton, John Mongard, Damian Thomson
KEY POINTS
 historical connections and patterns through plant material and reference through
site development and understanding to industrial meaning, which is to be the
dominant theme;
 honesty which is representative of the original working class of the area v “shine”;
 sustainability though collection and use of on-site water, appropriate selection of
plants for appropriate positions (eg water loving plants for wet areas), and use of
plant species that ameliorate identified toxic areas;
 discovery, interpretation, education, installation and expression through all areas
and particularly in the “fossil site” area; and
 strength through minimalism in plant material species selection and “sub-sites”
development particularly in terms of materials.
KEY TO DESIGN PROPOSAL
1 Recognition of the Gasometer as a symbol of industry.
2 Symbolic entry, connection and journey to the river in the form of a promenade
which passes through a series of landscapes that are symbolic of the historical
growth of the site. The western entry symbolises the first endemic vegetation
that “thins” to open views and connect to the imposed landscape planting of
the industrial traces.
3 Fossil site development, recognition and theatre through drama in materials of
black marble, white gravel and conservation of existing fossils.
4 Service corridor. The design emphasis is on the declaration and recognition
of services as a part of “infrastructural” ecology and expressed as a prominent
design element. This element will include:
 Water in the form of a concrete corridor terraced towards the river to
symbolically connect. Fed by stormwater and other treated waters the
infrastructure will also allow for “dipping” for irrigation purposes. This
“dipping” will take the form of formal irrigation channels or fingers which
stretch into the mixed meadow areas.
 A steel and optic fibre light corridor which will reinforce the presence of
other infrastructure required for such a development.
5 Tree lines stretched diagonally across the site which reinforce the historical
occurrence of trees on the site (eg Ficus spp).
6 Vertical landscape “blades” or curtain walls. Constructed from concrete with
overlays of water and appropriate vegetation such as vines. The role is to:
 Cool the proposed residential blocks.
 Wrap the park in a context of softness as an overlay on hardness and so
blend the natural into and with the built.
7 Reinforcement of the mangrove influx with opportunities of experiences in that
environment. This will also include view windows.
8 Connection corridor which:
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 Terminates with views across the river and links to the river systems of
transport and the north-eastern end and the existing street patterns at the
south-western end.
 Includes a nodal point represented in the form of a building for appropriate
uses.
8a Symbolic nodal point to be repeated at either end of the axis (8b)
The Concept Plan proposed by Team Two follows (Figures 4.4.2a and b)
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Research Team comment:
This drawing was re-drawn by a research assistant to make the Concept Plan clearer
for reproduction in this document, in particular, to make the key numbers relating to
the accompanying text more clearly readable. Two aspects are notable:
 the translation by a person removed from the design process lacks much of the
poetics of the original sketch; and
 the North Point, which has a curious form, appears to reverse the correct site
orientation.
To us this highlights a process difficulty inherent in normal professional office
hierarchies. Close attention to detail by the designer is necessary to ensure that
design concepts remain true to intent during the transition to implementation
documentation by support staff.
Figure 4.4.2a – Concept proposal by Team 2 (redrawn)
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Research Team comment (continued):
The key numbers on this original drawing are far less easily read but, given the
assistance of the previous drawing, the relationship between key numbers and the
design concepts are far more poetic and expressive in terms of the design intent of
this Design Team.
Figure 4.4.2b – Concept proposal by Team 2 (original sketch)
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4.4.3 TEAM 3: Jeannie Sim, Gill Lawson, Jacqueline Ratcliffe
TOWARDS AN IDEA Being a former industrial site, with high levels of toxicity
and scattered with ruins, we were moved to consider the design potential inherent in
the images and associations these words evoked. We began to play with these
concepts: anarchy + decay and ruins + Trash: dirty and messy + fire, burning, death
+ black and white.
From this play-search, came the realisation that the negative (destructive) aspects
would be presented in contrast with some positive possibilities, such as Regeneration
and Recovery. We definitely wanted to celebrate and explore the inherent (historic)
qualities of the site, particularly as a way of suggesting environmentally sustainable
futures.
SUMMARY OF THE FINAL IDEA The scheme’s concept draws on an
anarchical use of space, defined by decay, ruins, fire, burning, regeneration, recovery
and the drama of black and white.
EXPRESSING THE IDEA The site conceot draws on an anarchical use of
space, defined by decay, ruins, fire, burning, and of eventual/possible regeneration
and recovery. These ideas were recognised as a way of stimulating discourse about
the environment. The inherent destructiveness and dynamism of the Australian
grasslands was incorporated in this scenario – bushfires, burnt out trees, ashes, etc.
– from which new growth and new life is born. The physical configuration for these
ideas included the following features:
 A grid of diamonds (acute angled parallelograms = aggressive shapes) was
placed over the site originating from the old/existing patterns of subdivision on or
near the place – this geometry was warped to be slightly curvilinear. The
resultant plaid pattern (narrow streets and wider allotments) then became the
vehicle for a play with solid-void and black and white chequers. These chequers
were also to have a spatial variety – a tiered effect of four heights of massed
living and inert material (forest, wood, meadow, open space) – each tier
represented in both black and white versions.
 Black: the tall brown/black trunks of Eucalyptus crebra (Ironbark),
burnt/recovering grass trees (Xanthorrhoea sp.) and maybe Banksias and
Acacias; the flat ground planes – black rubber play surfacing (recycled tyres),
charcoal, bitumen, and Mt Coot-tha bluestone gravel or boulders. [All this dirt
would make the place hated by parents washing children’s clothes – but it would
make a visit memorable – if not indelible.]
 White: the tall white/grey trunks of Eucalyptus tereticornis, the white/black trunks
of Melaleuca quinquenervia, the white flowers of Melaleuca linariifolia
(Snowstorm); the flat ground planes – white concrete (slabs and crushed), white
quartz gravel and recycled white plastic.
 A main axis running east-west was noted and a line of lifeless (leafless) tree
forms incorporated – stark and sculptural – maybe of dead wood that would
become kinetic as termites began their relentless destructive work – the risk
management issues would be terrifyingly challenging – however human life would
be respected and given priority!
 A channel of water follows the line of lifeless trees as a reflecting pond and as a
contrast between dead trees and life giving water, and also to bring the river into
the site in a highly engineered manner: all as a reflection of land degradation and
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the manipulation of nature by humanity and as a challenge to the traditional
concepts of “beauty”.
 A stumpery on a ruin (“stumpery” = a collection of upside down dead trees
glorifying roots – an old Victorian Era garden eccentricity) created on top of a pile
of rubble – mounded old building materials found on site. Again, the termites
would make this display destructively “active”.
 Ruins would either be created (removing a roof and allowing the natural forces of
attrition to take effect) or maintained (some already exist – thedistinctive red
bricks of historic structures are a valued contribution to the colour palette of the
scheme).
 Two viewing decks are positioned for a watery change of venue (from all the
hot, burning, stunted life of the rest of the site). These decks are also a reflection
of previous wharfage uses here.
 The chequer areas would be accessible for walking and thus accessing streets
from north and south of the site – the plaid pattern of paths links existing streets
and are used to define future commercial/residential development in the area.
 Use of the site is primarily focused on the experience of ecological events –
burning of vegetation  changing from white to black by way of yellow/orange
flames, the exploration and discovery of industrial ruins and art installations +
flexibility of spaces enabling the spontaneous creation of ephemeral outdoor uses
of space – changing over time.
FINAL RATIONALE
The ground plane is framed in a geometry of gridded trapezoids, with a stepped
vertical profile from very tall to very low plant material. These plants express an ethic
of water conservation while demonstrating contrasting colour and texture.
Species might include Eucalyptus crebra and Melaleuca quinquenervia due to their
characteristic white and black trunks and dramatic transformation after fire.
Xanthorrhoea, Banksia or native grasses may add a further dimension to this theme.
Use of the site is primarily focused on the experience of ecological events: the
burning of vegetation, changing colours from black to white, discovery of industrial
ruins with their art installations. Movement along the canal under the avenue of dead
trees and the spontaneous creation of ephemeral uses of space – all these features
and activities transforming under the influence of time and decay.
The Concept Plan proposed by Team Three follows (Figures 4.4.3a and b)
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Research Team comment:
This is another good example of the observations made about the work of Team
Two. Here the research assistant has re-drawn the concept with the line of trees
along the drainage line shown as a conventional tree avenue. The concept as
described, and as depicted in the original concept sketches, has these elements as
dead trees as part of the core theme around which the design is constructed.
A collage of the original sketches on yellow trace follows to reinforce this point of the
importance of maintaining design integrity during implementation.
Figure 4.4.3a – Concept proposal by Team 3 (redrawn)
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Figure 4.4.3b – Concept proposal by
Team 3 (from original sketches)
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4.5 WORKSHOP REVIEW AND EVALUATION
4.5.1 Introduction
The work produced by the three teams was reviewed and evaluated by the Research
Team. This review was in two parts:
 a detailed appraisal of each scheme to determine the degree to which each
concept as conveyed by the drawings matched the stated objectives and design
rationale; and
 a content analysis evaluation of each scheme using the thematic structure of
planting design theories developed in Chapter 3 as a means of categorising the
range of theoretical positions taken or applied by the design teams in exploring
their concepts.
It should be noted at this stage that the Principal Researcher, for reasons irrelevant
to this account, did not actively participate in the Design Workshop. This has
arguably enhanced the processes of review of the Workshop by providing a key
reviewer unbiased by the experience of direct participation. Summaries of these
reviews follow.
4.5.2 Review of objectives and design rationale v concepts
TEAM 1: Barbara Steiner, Peter Boyle, Deb Robbins
Key words: sustainability, detoxification, experimental, applied science, recreation,
art.
Key goal: to use art to express the linkage between science and the detoxification
processes embedded in the planting design.
Appraisal: matching intent to outcomes.
 The design proposes a highly dynamic short term landscape aimed specifically at
detoxification through on-site experimentation with the processes of
phytoremediation.
 There is no indication of what form a long term landscape might take after the
detoxification process has been achieved.
 It suggests that management of the landscape during this process would require
high energy inputs (eg: rotation cropping and harvesting of annual and perennial
plant material).
 On-site stormwater management is confined to retention and removal of toxic
content prior to discharge to the River. There is no attempt to utilise the retained
water for on-site use to support plant maintenance.
 The recreation objective (a “normal” park function) manifests itself more as an
educational experience than an active use area. Passive use is limited to through
pathways connecting to the surrounding areas.
 The short term landscape proposed is clearly driven by the stated key goal.
TEAM TWO: Delwynn Poulton, John Mongard and Damian Thomson
Key words: context, aesthetic expression, sustainability, detoxification.
Key goal: an aesthetic expression of the park that gave meaning and validity to the
surrounding context. In particular it sought to both draw from the existing
surrounding forms and influence the way in which these evolved in the re-developing
residential landscape.
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Appraisal: matching intent to outcomes.
 The retention of the gasometer and other remnant artefacts on site as a relic of
industry is strong ordering influence in the design expression.
 The design proposed the massed use of very few plant species.
 Extensive open space reflecting a traditional approach to flexible use park design
and function is to be turfed with low maintenance grass species that does not
require irrigation.
 The structure of tree planting is controlled by and intended to reinforce the larger
context of existing trees.
 Planting design also proposed reinforcement of the existing mangrove community
edging the river in conjunction with controlled view windows through the
mangroves to the river.
 On-site runoff management sought to re-cycle the resource to the maximum
degree and to clearly express the processes of re-cycling in the physical form of
the park by using open irrigation channels with controlling weirs.
 The overall design proposal is a clear response to the stated goals.
TEAM THREE: Dr Jeannie Sim, Gill Lawson and Jacqueline Ratcliffe
Key words: anarchy, decay, ruins, trash, fire, death, context, black and white.
Key goal: to derive an understated reference to environmental issues and
sustainability through a highly abstracted art expression in the landscape.
Appraisal: matching intent to outcomes.
 The design is strongly moved, or influenced, by the association of relics leading to
a surreal aesthetic solution.
 The black and white patchwork quilt geometry of the design is drawn from an
extension of the surrounding circulation patterns into and through the site.
 Variable height and varied species of planting is designed to reinforce the quilt
patterning.
 Plant massings contrast with the heavy black and white hard surface materials
completing the patchwork quilt.
 Pathways that set the pattern and connect the patches are less well defined in
terms of design expression.
 The ruins are left as foils to break up the pattern geometry in part.
 Abstracted “dead trees and stumps” are introduced as sculptural elements to
reflect decay and death as a supplement to the relic rubbish and ruins retained
throughout the site.
 A strongly geometric reflecting pond disguises a strong on-site water
management role.
 Both the key words and the key goal are strongly evident in the design proposal.
4.5.3 Conclusions drawn from the first stage review
In all three cases there was a very close correlation between stated intent (objectives
and design rationale) and outcome (as expressed in the presented concept drawings
and supporting text). Given that each team comprised experienced and recognised
landscape designers this is not an unexpected outcome.
Additionally, each of the three schemes produced can be accepted as valid
responses to the project brief. All schemes proposed a public open space that
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recognised the site’s past uses, cultural landscape context, existing contaminated
condition and proposed adjoining residential re-development.
4.5.4 Second stage review: planting design content analysis
The thematic list of planting design issues discussed in Sections 3.2 to 3.11 of
Chapter 3 were used to structure the content analysis of each of the three schemes
as a way of identifying commonalities and differences in approach to planting design
evident in the three concepts. Table 4.4 summarises the outcomes of this review.
Table 4.5 Planting design theory content analysis of three design concepts
Thematic issue TEAM ONE TEAM TWO TEAM THREE
3.2
Form follows function YES
Strongly driven by toxic
distribution, logical
circulation and a natural
drainage line
YES
Context relationship
Water course and
irrigation channels
Traditional open park
space
Clarification/definition of
edges
Sight/sound baffles or
“fence”
Flexible and minimalist
NO
Anarchical approach is
the antithesis of this
principle.
3.3
Form, aesthetics, sense
of place and time
YES
Challenges traditional
interpretation of variables
Strong sense of place
with strong seasonal
responses
Not intended to be
permanent landscape –
harvesting is part of
design
YES – CORE THEORY
Context drives place as
a core theme
Symbolic value of river
and gasometer
YES
form responsive to
context
Trying to reach a distinct
sense of place
incorporating remnants of
history and processes of
decay and renewal
3.4
“Natural” v “cultural”
landscapes
YES – CORE THEORY
All schemes are driven by a strong cultural landscape agenda because of site
history and context
All contain nuances of natural landscape interpretation (esp mangroves)
3.5
Ecological principles
and the "imitation of
nature"
NO NO YES
anarchic attitude to
ecology – driven by
aesthetic objective
idea of activity and
renewal through fire and
decay references the
Australian landscape
3.6
Ecological principles
and the quest for
sustainability
 Sustainability ethic
 Bush remnants
Yes - very strong in
objectives and design
expression
Yes - retained
mangroves
Yes - use of water and
plant material – recycling
artefacts
Yes – retention /
regeneration of
mangroves but penetrated
Yes
recycling materials
site adaptive plants (no
irrigation)
Yes - mangroves
retained but penetrated
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Table 4.5 (continued)
Thematic issue TEAM ONE TEAM TWO TEAM THREE
3.6 (continued)
 Habitat
reconstruction
 “natives” v
“exotics”
 Provenance and
Mycorrhiza
 Regeneration v
seeding
No
No - mixed according to
form/function needs
No - premature
consideration
Yes - may be expressed
in experiments in strip
farming models of the
experimental plots
No
No - mixed according to
form/function needs
No - premature
consideration
No
No
Yes - indigenous plants
used in controlled
monocultures (“patch-
work quilt” elements)
No - premature
consideration
No
3.7
Perennials and grasses YES
strong use of cereals,
perennials, mixed
herbage
strong potential in
experimental plots
YES – CORE THEORY
low water use turf, hard
wearing, limited mowing
patterns and patches of
appropriate species along
water courses
NO
Confined to trees, shrubs
and hard surfaces
3.8
Water conservation and
xeriscape principles
NO YES – CORE THEORY
trees, shrubs and
grasses selected
according to these
principles
YES
reflecting pool retains
site water
influences choice of
plants
3.9
Phytoremediation of
toxic sites
YES –CORE THEORY
entire design is driven
by the phytoremediation
agenda
NO
hard seal as landscape
elements to toxic areas
NO
either seal surface or
exclude access to toxic
areas
3.10
The environmental art
movement
YES – CORE THEORY
land art challenging
traditional aesthetics
strong elements of
deconstruction
YES
minimalist, opportunistic,
kinetic spaces
YES – CORE THEORY
Surrealist and shocking,
deconstructive,
confronting post-modern
anarchy
3.11
Fashionable garden
styles
NO
Not evidenced in any of the schemes
LEGEND
Indicates a core theoretical position that has driven the key design
objectives.
Indicates a theoretical position that is common to all three design
schemes.
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4.6 OUTCOMES AND CONCLUSIONS
The content Analysis of emerging planting design theories as summarised in Table
4.5 has revealed the patterns shown in Table 4.6:
Table 4.6 - Patterns revealed in content analysis of emerging planting design
theories
Thematic issue Revealed patterns Comments
3.2
Form follows function

This enduring aspect of modernist
theory is strongly evident in the
concepts of Teams 1 and 2.
Team 3 does not because of its
deliberately anarchical approach
There is a superficial case for
arguing that the site geometry
generated by Team 3 is a
manifestation of this principle.
Closer examination will reveal
that geometry responds to
existing forms external to the site.
The only element that could be
construed as having a form that
follows function is the central
drainage line and this function is
cleverly disguised as a reflecting
pool.
3.3
Form, aesthetics,
sense of place and
time

This theme is a core theory used by
Team 2 and is common to all three
concepts.
All three concepts used spatial
forms clearly derived from the
existing site context and its
symbolic values. The element of
time was also strong in terms of
references to past present and
future
3.4
"Natural" v "cultural"
landscapes

Respect for the cultural landscape
is a core theoretical position
adopted by all three teams.
A minor, but important, reference to
the natural landscape is made in
respect of remnant mangroves at the
river's edge
Given the site location in an older
part of the city and the remnant
evidence of its former industrial
uses the dominance of cultural
landscape issues is an expected
outcome.
3.5
Ecological principles
and the "imitation of
nature"

Only Team 3 applied this thematic
idea.
This was driven by their anarchical
aesthetic objective to interpret the
Australian landscape through cycles of
fire, decay and renewal.
The dominance of the cultural
landscape influence of the post
industrial site in the thinking of
Teams 1 and 2 precluded any
intrusion of this theme into their
concepts.
3.6
Ecological principles
and the quest for
sustainability
Sustainability ethic
Bush remnants
Habitat reconstruct’n
“natives” v “exotics”
provenance and
mycorrhiza

Very strong in all schemes

Universal respect for mangroves

Old urban context - not appropriate

Team 3 totally native, others mixed

Premature consideration at
Concept Stage
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Table 4.6 – (continued)
Thematic issue Revealed patterns Comments
3.6
Ecological principles
and the quest for
sustainability (cont.)
regeneration v
seeding

Seeding possible in experimental plots
3.7
Perennials and
grasses

Team 1 used wide combination of
perennials and other herbage;
Team 2 used broad areas of non-
irrigated no-mow grasses.
Team 3 only used trees and shrubs, all
other surfaces hard materials
3.8
Water conservation
and xeriscape
principles

Water conservation common to Teams
2 and 3
Xeriscape principle a core theory for
Team 2 and influences Team 3
Team 1 polished run-off prior to
discharge to the river but did not
attempt recycling on site.
3.9
Phytoremediation of
toxic sites

Core theory for Team 1
This group included Barbara
Steiner who is nearing completion
of a Research Masters Degree
focused on phytoremediation
techniques. This is clearly a
newly emerging theory.
3.10
Environmental art
movement

Core theory for Teams 1 and 3
Team 2 more traditional in terms of
landscape as art.
Both Teams 1 and 3 clearly
influenced by emerging
approaches to environmental art
which is challenging traditional
notions of aesthetics
3.11
Fashionable garden
styles

Team 2 came the nearest to this
area of ideology in that their
concept echoed many of the
characteristic forms of traditional
parkland.
The conclusions that can be drawn from this Case Study are that given the nature of
the selected site and its context, both physical form and the planting design and
resultant physical form were universally influenced by;
 form, aesthetics, sense of place and time;
 the importance of the dominant cultural landscape;
 an overriding sustainability ethic;
 respect for bush remnants as a symbol of a past “natural” ecology; and
 a need to express meaning in the landscape through a form of land art
appropriate to specific design objectives.
Of less universal application but nevertheless important considerations in design
were:
 the modernist principle of form following function;
 the use of perennials and grasses as an alternative to traditional three layered
planting schemes; and
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 recognition of the need to sensitively conserve and manage water in the
landscape and minimise water consumption through the application of xeriscape
principles.
It was universally clear that none of the design teams were influenced by any notion
of fashionable garden styles.
If we relate these conclusions back to the primary project objective of developing the
theoretical framework of a new planting design paradigm to support sustainable
landscape design the incontrovertible realisation is that there is no clear pattern
emerging to support such an objective in a substantive way. It is clear that there are
discernible trends and that considerations driven by a sustainable ethic are
increasingly applied by landscape architects. It is equally clear that many of the
traditional theories of planting design remain valid and that the overall mix of
traditional and emerging theories applied in any particular case will be heavily
influenced by:
 the intended end use of the site;
 the existing characteristics of both the site and its context; and
 the particular belief systems brought to bear on the design process by the
designers involved.
There is clearly a great deal of debate and further research necessary if there is to be
a definitive planting design paradigm to support sustainable landscape design.
The one certainty that has emerged from the literature review component of this
research is that the traditional approaches to horticultural production, landscape
establishment and management have to be questioned and sustainable alternatives
minimising energy inputs developed. It is equally clear that this is one aspect of
planting design that has not been tested by the Case Study process undertaken.
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5.0 Findings
and
Conclusions
The outcomes of the literature review and the workshop processes undertaken in this
project show that the original objective of this research project, the development of a
new paradigm for planting design, is not a viable objective in the short term. The
reasons for this revealed by the project include:
 A diversity of ideologies are emerging and these are variably applicable
separately or collectively according to site and problem context. Many of these
ideologies are strongly grounded in traditional design process approaches and
some, notably those concerned with sustainability and remediation, are adding
new influences on appropriate project contexts.
 Variations in sites and situations and variations in the belief systems of different
designers demand different theoretical approaches and solutions that draw on a
variety of methods and theories in unpredictable combinations. Consequently
definition of a particular pattern can become problematic.
 Sustainability and remediation objectives have emerged as principles that are
combined with a wider range of the identified ideologies and, in this sense, the
objectives of this research project have remained valid.
 An important factor directing the sustainability objective is the emergence of a
move away from the traditional processes and practices of horticulture which
typically rely on high energy inputs for management to minimum energy inputs
based on using or mimicking natural processes.
 Planting design is an integral and not separate part of the overall design process.
 We can see there may be gaps in our classification of the emerging theories but
this project is considered a valid first exploration of important issues that will
provide the foundation for further work.
A recommendation to support further work:
This project has revealed a paucity of wider debate in the profession and industry
about contemporary issues of planting design. There is a need to encourage this
wider debate through journals, conference and Internet forums.
The need for improved teaching resources for landscape architectural schools has
also been revealed. The original project objective of producing an interactive CD-
ROM based publication as a teaching resource remains valid. This report is an
important first step in reaching that goal.
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Appendix 1
Detailed Listing of Contents
of Thirty one Selected Traditional Planting Design Texts
compiled and sorted by Jeannie Sim
WRITERS & MARKET = LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS ( #12)
Robinson, Florence Bell (1940), Planting Design, New York: Whittlesey House.
REGARDING DESIGN :
PART ONE, DESIGN FACTORS
I. Color Theory
Knowledge of color essential – Value of various angles of
approach to subject – Physical theory – Source, nature,
fundamental colors, primary colors, complementary colors –
Modification of color
II. The Use of Color
Modern trends – Application of color theory to the use of plants
– Harmony of color – Color combinations, mono-hue,
complements, triads, full spectrum – Methods of securing
harmony and their adaptation to landscape use – Out-of-door
modifications of color – Effect of color on judgement of space
and distance – Emotional effects – Symbolism – Values.
III. Texture
Important of – Definition – Causes – Effects, general,
seasonal, age – Variation and modifications – Value and use –
Application of art principles to texture – Relation to space,
distance, and function – Texture a vital part of planting design..
IV. The Attributes of Mass
An art of design – Complementary terms – Basic art principles
again applied – Importance of form – Relation of form and line
to mass – Distance and time involved in a landscape
composition – Effect of space on scale – Value of abstraction
in study – Line harmony – Direction and arrangement of line
related to space and scale – Form in plants – Harmony of form
in the landscape – Relation of mass to voids – Variation of
shape and measure – Expression of character – Light and
Shade.
V. Mass: Grouping and Arrangement
Design begins in the filed – Poché – Type of pattern – Planting
related to topography – Natural masses – Technique of study,
triangulation, abstraction – Relationship of masses to voids –
Influence of location – Group composition, functions – Pattern
in plan
REGARDING PLANTS :
PART TWO, ECOLOGICAL FACTORS
VI. Soil and Climate
Struggle for life – Soil formation: classification, cultivation,
fertilization – Aeration – Soil temperature – Wind – Climate,
humidity – Light – Plant associations.
VII. Local Factors and Individual Factors
Modifications of drainage – Modification of light and shade
and moisture - Variations in soil temperature – Effect on plant
associations – Foreign introductions and exotics – Future
developments of the neighborhood – Maintenance – Personal
preferences.
PART THREE, APPLICATIONS
VIII. Planting about Buildings
Historical periods and related planting – Résum é of basic art
principles – Focus on interest on the main entrance to a
building – Secondary foci in the openings and main shadows
– Every building an individual problem – Four groups of
factors affecting the choice of plants – Importance of color –
Texture values – Mass arrangements – Sketch studies of
various types of houses – Modification of architecture by
planting – Diagrammatic studies of various houses – Unity of
planting and building.
IX. Public Plantings.
Public distinguished from private plantings – Semi-public
areas – Requirements of each – Public buildings – School-
grounds – Botanical gardens and arboretums – City squares
and open spaces – Parks – Rural parks – Trafficways –
Streets and street planting – Parkways and boulevards –
Country highways.
Crowe, Sylvia (1981), Garden Design, 2nd ed. (First edition 1958).
Chichester / London: Packard / Thomas Gibson.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Principles of Design (Chapter 8)
 Unity
 Scale
 Time
 Space Division
 Light and Shade
 Texture
 Tone and Colour.
REGARDING PLANTS :
Plant Material (Chapter 10)
 Wind Shelter
 Seclusion
 Shade
 Space Division
 Hedges
 Grouping and Compatibility of Plants
 Colour
 Shrubs
 Herbaceous Plants
 Landscape Architect's Plants
 Climbers.
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Kuck, Loraine E. and Richard C. Tongg (1960), The Modern Tropical Garden: Its
Design, Plant Materials and Horticulture. Honolulu, Hawaii: Tongg Publishing
Company. [3rd printing, first published 1955]
REGARDING DESIGN :
Section 1 PLANNING
CHAPTER I For Newcomers to the Tropics
II What Style – If any?
III The Livable Garden in the Tropics
IV The Basic Plan
V The Planting Plan
VI Construction of the Garden
Section 2 SPECIALIZED GARDENS
VII Tropicalia
VIII Beach, Mountain, Dry and Windy Sites
IX Tropical Water Gardens
REGARDING PLANTS :
Section 3 TROPICAL TREES
X Special Tree Problems
XI Green Shade Trees and Conifers
XII Flowering Trees
XII Tropical Fruits as ornamentals
XIV Palms and Plants of Similar Appearance
Section 4 SHRUBS AND SUCCULENTS
XV Tropical Shrubs
XVI Shrubs with coloured foliage
XVII The Hibiscus group
XVIII Hedges and Hedge Plants
XIX Succulents and Cacti
Section 5 VINES AND GROUND COVERS
XX Vines and the Tropical Garden
XXI Lawns and other ground covers
Section 6 THE HERBACEOUS TROPICS
XXII "Exotics"
XXIII The Gorgeous Aroids
XXIV Bamboos and other large grasses
XXV Tropical ferns
XXVI Orchids for Everybody
XXVII Pot plants and lath houses
Section 7 "GARDEN FLOWERS" IN THE TROPICS
XXVIII Annuals and Perennials
XXIX Tuberous and Bulbous plants
Section 8 TROPICAL HORTICULTURE
XXX Soils, Watering, Fertilizing
XXXI Plant Pests and Diseases
XXXII Plant Propagation
XXXIII Pruning
XXXIV Color and Blooming Lists
Clay, Horace F. and James C. Hubbard (1962), Trees for Hawaiian Gardens.
Cooperative Extension Service Bulletin, 67. Honolulu: University of Hawaii.
REGARDING DESIGN :
[Sections not numbered; illustrated, with little text]
[2] USE
Balance
Emphasis
Repetition
Proportion
Background
Enframement
Light and Shadows
Protection
Anchors
Special Effects
[3] LANDSCAPE
The Site
The Garden
The Cosmopolitan Garden
The Chinese Garden
The Japanese Garden
The Hawaiian Garden
REGARDING PLANTS :
[Sections not numbered; illustrated, with little text]
[1] GROWTH
Roots
Structure
Bark
Leaves
Fruit
[4] CARE
Preparation
Planting
Pruning
Surgery
[5] SELECTION
Garden Trees [alphabetical list with short descriptions]
Street Trees [ditto]
Index
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Simonds, John Ormsbee (1997), Landscape Architecture: A Manual of Site Planning
and Design, 3rd edition, New York: MacGraw-Hill.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Site Volumes (Chapter 11)
 Spaces
 the base plane
 the overhead plane
 the verticals
Visible Landscape (Chapter 12)
 the view
 the vista
 the axis
 the symmetrical plan
 the asymmetrical plan
 visual resource management
REGARDING PLANTS :
Vegetation (Chapter 5)
 plants in nature (food chain, transpiration, climate control,
water retention, soil building, detritus, productivity)
 plant identification (classification, naming)
 plant culture (collection, breeding, horticulture)
 introduced plantations
 vanishing vegetation
 reestablishment
* Landscape Planting (Chapter 10)
 purpose
 process (base map, plant selection, installation)
guidelines (3 pages of them)
Nelson, William R. (1979), Planting Design: A Manual of Theory and Practice,
Champaign, IL: Stipes.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Planting Design: A Visual Art
Plants: A Potpourri of Design Potentials
Vegetative Parts
Plant Character and Personality
Seasonal Effects
Hardiness and Ecology
Plant Design Qualities: The Source of Composition
Line
Form
Texture
Color
Implications of Design Qualities on Composition
Compositional Scales and the Angle of Clear Vision
Vision: New Ways of Seeing
A Little Magic: the Principles of Art
Repetition
Variety
Balance
Emphasis
Sequence
Scale
Composition: a Backward Process
Form
Texture
Color
REGARDING PLANTS :
Profile: A Review of Typical Landscape Plantings
Specimen Plants
Group Planting
Monotype Planting
Shrub Border
Structural Framework
Screening
Enclosure
Enframement
Integration
Trees
Epilogue: Retrospect and Prospect
Group Plantings
Shrub Borders and Large Planting Masses
Plant Classification on the Basis of Design Qualities and Cultural
Requirements
Cross Index-Common Names to Botanical Names
Qualities Chart
Texture
Form
Color
Exposure
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Robinette, G.O. (1972), Plants, People, and Environmental Quality: a study of plants
and their environmental functions, Washington, DC: U.S. Department of the Interior,
National Park Service.
REGARDING DESIGN :
PLANTS AND CONTEMPORARY CULTURE
Attitudes to Plants
Plants/Symbolic and Functional
FUNCTIONAL USES OF PLANTS
Complex Components
Developing a Vocabulary
Uses
ARCHITECTURAL USES OF PLANTS
Architectural Elements
Architectural Potentials
Space Articulation
Screening
Privacy Control
Progressive Realization
REGARDING PLANTS : nothing
REGARDING DESIGN : continued…
ENGINEERING USES OF PLANTS
Erosion Control
Acoustical Control
Atmospheric Purification
Traffic Control
Glare and Reflection Control
CLIMATOLOGICAL USES OF PLANTS
Solar Radiation Control
Wind Control
Precipitation Control
Temperature Control
ESTHETIC USES OF PLANTS
Esthetic Values
Hitchmough, J.D. (1994), Urban Landscape Management, Chatsworth, NSW:
Inkata/Butterworth-Heinemann.
REGARDING DESIGN :
[design & management of plants mixed in chapters]
The establishment of urban landscape vegetation [Chapter 5]
introduction, site assessment-analysis
plant selection
plant quality
site preparation
approaches to establishing plants in landscape
summary, references
LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS
Ch.9 The management of trees . . .
Ch.10 The management if woody plants other than trees . . .
Ch.12 The management of urban grasslands
REGARDING PLANTS :
Seasonal colour in the urban landscape [Ch.11]
introduction, principles of colour use in the landscape
means of providing colour
annual and biennial flowers
bulbs as bedding out
flowering plants in grass
herbaceous perennials
shrub massing and ground cover
trees, summary, references
LANDSCAPE SYSTEMS
Ch.14 The management of semi-natural and natural vegetation
Ch.15 The reconstruction of semi-natural vegetation
Ch.17 Coastal landscape management
Ch.18 Planning, design and management of open space for
children
Ch.19 The management roadside landscapes
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Clouston, Brian ed. (1977), Landscape Design with Plants, London: Heinemann.
[Clouston, Brian (1990), Landscape Design with Plants, 2nd edition, London: Heinemann
Newnes/Landscape Institute].
REGARDING DESIGN / PLANTS:
PART I. DESIGN
INTRODUCTION Brenda Colvin
What the eye will see, the imagination foresees
Relating future to past – a function of design
The earthly path to truth
Individual responsibility and teamwork
CHAPTER 1. DESIGN WITH TREES Brenda Colvin
1.1 Adaptation to locality
1.2 Let the history of the land be seen
1.3 Self-sown vegetation
1.4 Design for both short- and long-term effect
1.5 Local character
1.6 Ecological planting
1.61 Conservation
1.62 Appearance
1.63 Diversity
1.64 Economy
1.7 Plant association
1.8 Hedge history
Further reading
CHAPTER 2. PLANTING FOR FORESTRY
Dame Sylvia Crowe
2.1 The need for afforestation
2.2 The forest habitat
2.3 The scale of the forest mosaic
2.4 The differing roles of forests
2.41 Timber-producing forests
2.5 Woodlands as visual elements in the landscape
2.6 Planting mixtures
2.7 Native Species
2.8 Introduced Species
Further reading
CHAPTER 3. TREES IN URBAN AREAS
Gordon Patterson
1.1 Introduction
1.2 The effect of trees on the urban environment
1.3 Requirements
1.4 Trees in housing areas
1.5 Existing trees
3.51 Density and building types
3.52 Proximity to buildings
3.53 Trees in streets and shopping areas
1.6 Trees in car parks
1.7 Tree selection
1.8 Maintenance and management
CHAPTER 4. SHRUBS AND GROUNDCOVER
Preben Jakobsen
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Historical background
4.3 Design discipline
4.4 Design principles
4.41 Design dynamics
4.42 Access, vistas and enframement
4.43 Scale, proportion and balance
4.44 Juxtapositioning
4.45 Functional Use
4.46 Planting centres and setting out
continued
4.5 Detailed design consideration and plant selection
4.51 Size, life span and growth rate
4.52 Characteristics and habit
4.53 Special considerations
4.6 Groundcovers
4.61 Grass, the universal groundcover
4.62 Mosses, lichen and ferns
4.63 Weeds as groundcover
4.64 Climbers and ramblers
4.65 Vegetables and herbs
4.66 Inert elements
4.7 Designing with hedges and other clipped and pruned
elements
Further reading
CHAPTER 5. HERBACEOUS PLANTS AND BULBS
A. du G. Pasley
5.1 Introduction
5.2The use of herbaceous plants and bulbs
5.3 What to plant
5.31 Colour, shape and texture
5.4 Planting and maintenance
5.5 Conclusion
Further reading
CHAPTER 6. WATER PLANTS Allan Hart
6.1 Historical background
6.2 The use of water plants in garden design
6.3 Aquatic communities
6.31 Controlling the cycle
6.32 Planting and maintenance
6.4 Conclusion
Further reading
PART II. TECHNIQUES
CHAPTER 7. THE USE OF NATIVE PLANTS IN URBAN AREAS
Part A. NATIVE PLANTS IN LANDSCAPE DESIGN Dick Hoyle
1.1 Adaptation to locality
1.2 Historical perspective
1.3 The present use of native species
1.4 The value of native plants
1.5 Design approaches
1.6 Maintenance and management
1.7 Plant selection
Part B. HOLLAND AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN
ALTERNATIVE LANDSCAPE Allan Ruff
1.8 Early Beginnings
1.81 Amsterdam – Bijlmermeer
1.82 Delft – Buitenhof
1.83 Landwehr and the use of native plants
1.9 The ecological principles
7.91 Plant communities
7.92 Plant types
7.93 Physical environment
1.10 Techniques of management
7.101 Biotype planting
7.102 Woodlands
7.103 Open herb communities
1.11 Conclusion
Further reading
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CLOUSTON (1977) [UK] continued
CHAPTER 8. PLANTING DESIGN AND
MANAGEMENT OF WILDLIFE Anne Yarrow
8.1 Introduction
8.2 Planting design for life
8.3 Maintenance and management
8.31 Woodland
8.32 Grassland
8.33 Water and marsh
8.34 Hedges
8.4 Summary of general principles
Further reading
CHAPTER 9. PLANTING IN ARTIFICIAL CONDITIONS
Richard Baker, Kathy Stansfield and Rik Sturdy
Part A.
9.1 Importance of planting in artificial conditions
9.2 Determining factors
9.21 Microclimate
9.22 Shelter
9.23 Light
9.24 Water
9.25 Drainage
9.26 Soil
9.27 Irrigation
9.28 Waterproofing
9.29 Anti-desiccants
Part B.
9.3 Planting methods, principles and techniques
9.31 Planting pits in paved roads
9.32 Raised planting beds
9.33 Plant containers
9.34 Balconies
9.35 Courtyards
9.36 Roof gardens
Part C.
9.4 Plant selection
9.5 Maintenance
Further reading
CHAPTER 10. TRANSPLANTING SEMI-MATURE
TREES R.L. Hebbelthwaite
10.1 Introduction
10.2 The use of semi-mature trees
10.3 Restraints on use
10.4 Physiology: basic knowledge for tree moving
10.41 Desiccation
10.42 The root system
10.43 Soil conditions
10.44 Water availability and requirements
10.45 Aids
10.46 Summary of steps to take to ensure…
10.47 The stem, or trunk and branches
10.48 The leaves
10.49 Flowers and fruit
10.5 The practice of tree moving … physiology
10.51 The leaves
10.52 Backfill mix
10.53 Digging the tree
10.54 Transportation and planting
10.55 After care
10.6 Conclusion
Further reading
CLOUSTON (1977) [UK] continued
CHAPTER 11. RECLAMATION AND PLANTING OF
SPOILED LAND R.P. Gemmell
11.1 Introduction
11.2 Factors restricting growth
11.3 techniques of revegetation
11.31 Colliery spill
11.32 Blast furnace slag
11.33 Power station ash
11.34 Metalliferous wastes
11.35 Chemical wastes
11.36 Infertile wastes
11.37 Soils & vegetation damaged by trampling
11.4 After-management
Further reading
CHAPTER 12. THE LANDSCAPING OF RESERVOIR
MARGINS G.J. Gill & A.D. Bradshaw
12.1 Introduction
12.2 Flood tolerant plants
12.3 Trees
12.31 Tree growth in flooded conditions
Tolerance of different species
Natural tree growth in reservoir margins
12.4 Environmental variables determining plant
growth
12.41 Water manipulation patterns
12.42 Exposure and wave action
12.43 Soil type
12.44 Grazing
12.5 Planting principles
12.6 Pre-planting of new reservoirs
12.61 Evaluation of margins before planting
12.7 Conclusion
CHAPTER 13. PLANTS AND AIR POLLUTION P.J.W.
Saunders & C.M. Wood
13.1 Introduction
13.11 Significance of air pollution in planting
success
13.12 Trends in pollution and planting
13.2 Effects of pollution on plants
13.21 Symptoms of pollution damage
13.22 Sensitivity of plants
13.3 Pollution control by planting
Further reading
CHAPTER 14. PLANTING TO STABILIZE STEEP
SLOPES Jill Foister
14.1 Erosion problems of steep slopes
14.11 Types of instability
14.12 Soil creep
14.13 Sheet erosion
14.2 The effect of plant material in stabilzing slopes
14.3 Seeding of grasses and herbaceous plants on
slopes to establish a stabilzing groundcover
14.4 Techniques to establish grass cover
14.41 Cultivations
14.42 Hydroseeding techniques
14.43 Mulches
14.44 Binding materials
14.45 Fertilizer application
14.46 Turfing
14.5 Low shrub planting for continuous groundcover
on steep slopes
14.51 Cultivations
14.52 Mulching
14.53 Maintenance
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CLOUSTON (1977) [UK] continued
14.6 Trees and shrubs for temporary and permanent stabilization
Further reading
CHAPTER 15. PLANTING IN TROPICAL LOWLAND AREAS
W.Bowen, B.T.Seidlecki, T.G. Walker
15.1 Introduction
15.2 Climate
15.3 Soils
15.4 Water
15.5 The human factor
15.6 Other factors influencing design
15.7 Plant material and its use
15.71 Diversity of plants
15.72 Plant behaviour
15.73 Growth rates
15.74 Establishment techniques
15.75 Siting of trees
15.76 Planting for visual effect
15.77 Planting for audible effect
15.78 Planting for scent
15.8 Dominant plant features
15.81 Habit
15.82 Foliage
15.83 Flowers
15.84 Curiosities
15.85 Hedges
15.86 Climbers
15.87 Epiphytes
15.88 Palms
15.89 Bamboos
15.810 Aquatics
15.9 Lists of useful plants
Further reading
CHAPTER 16. PLANTING IN HOT ARID CLIMATES
Ann Willens
16.1 Introduction
16.2 Climate
16.3 Soils
16.31 Soil types
16.32 Soil analysis
16.33 Soil fertility
16.34 Soil moisture
16.4 Water
16.5 The plants
16.6 Some problems of planting
16.7 Advantages
16.8 Summary of information required for design process and
planting
16.9 Plant lists
Further reading
CLOUSTON (1977) [UK] continued
CHAPTER 17. LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT AND THE FOURTH
DESIGN DIMENSION Ralph Cobham
17.1 Introduction
17.2 Professional roles
17.3 Professional skills and structure
17.4 Management problems
17.41 Changed land uses in the existing landscape
17.42 Conflicts through increases in existing land uses
17.43 Conflicts arising through the numbers of 17.44 users
and incompatible activities
17.45 Plant environment conflicts
17.46The re-establishment of semi-natural habitats
17.5 Some of the management aids
17.51 Technical aids
17.52 Recreation management aids
17.53 Plant selection and other design aids
17.54 Financial aids
17.6 Plants and schedules
17.7 Basic data: availability and sources
17.8 Future developments
17.8 Management plans
17.8 Research
17.9 Conclusion
Further reading
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Hackett, Brian (1979), Planting Design. London: E. & F.N. Spon.
REGARDING DESIGN/PLANTS:
1. Planting design through the ages
1.1 Formal planting
1.2 The individual plant
1.3 Planting in Moslem gardens
1.4 The green landscape
1.5 Introduction of exotics
1.6 Natural planting
References
2. Natural plant relationships
2.1 Natural simplicity
2.2 The dominant in planting
2.3 Contrast in Nature
2.4 Seasonal contrast
2.5 The Canopy
References
3. Plants and their uses
3.1 Plant lists
3.2 Uses and plant lists
3.3 Plant Communities and land uses
References
4. The appearance of plants
4.1 Plant habit
4.2 Plant form
4.3 Visual appearance
4.4 Colour and plants
4.5 Colour relationships
4.6 Colour and illumination
5. Visual effects with plants
5.1 Uniformity and unity
5.2 Contrast in planting
5.3 Symmetry and asymmetry
5.4 Simplicity in planting design
6. Landscape layout and planting
6.1 Groundcover planting
6.2 Planting and spaces
6.3 Planting and screens
6.4 Planted backgrounds
References
7.Grouping plants
7.1 Types of groups
7.2 Natural groupings
7.3 Visual effects
7.4 Visual principles
7.5 Herbs and perennials
7.6 Roses and grouping
References
continued
8. Planting design and ecology
8.1 The biotic community
8.2 Cover and food bondage
8.3 The dominant species
8.4 Planting design methods
8.5 Plant lists
References
Appendix to Chapter 8 – Plant lists
9. Seasonal effects
9.1 Winter appearance
9.2 Seasonal change
9.3 Seasonal effects and landscape structure
9.4 Bedding-out and annual plants
9.5 Autumn colour
10. Planting design and the habitat
10.1 Grassland planting
10.2 Sloping banks
10.3 Woodland fringe
10.4 Marsh or bog garden
10.5 Waterside and aquatic planting
10.6 Planting and hard materials
10.7 The border
10.8 Contact with plants
11. Planting design in practice
11.1 Commercial woodlands and forests
11.2 Planting in rural areas
11.3 Roads in rural areas
11.4 Roads in urban areas
11.5 Planting in urban areas
11.6 Planting in industrial sites
References
12. Planting for cover and food bondage
12.1 Wildlife and types of planting
12.2 Management of planting
12.3 Plant species
13. Planting for environmental control
13.1 Planting and atmospheric purification
13.2 Planting to control erosion
13.3 Planting and microclimate
13.4 Planting and noise reduction
References
14. Planting design for easy management
14.1 Wear and tear
14.2 Reducing maintenance costs
14.3 Land uses and landscape management
15. Implementing the planting plan
15.1 Setting out
15.2 Planting detail
15.3 Planting symbols
15.4 Specifying planting
15.5 Contract procedure
15.6 Maintaining the planting
References
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Lisney, Adrian and Ken Fieldhouse (1990), Landscape Design Guide, Volume 1 Soft
Landscape. Aldershot, UK: Gower Technical.
REGARDING DESIGN :
3. Site Survey and Analysis
Site Survey (Location and Type of site boundaries; local
climate; topography; geology and soils; water and drainage;
access and circulation; land-use, and that of adjoining land;
existing vegetation; wildlife; existing buildings, structures and
historical features; services; views from within and without).
Site Analysis
4. The Design Process [no subheadings]
5. Design with Planting
Unity and Simplicity
Scale and Proportion
Speed of Movement
Perspective in Design
Focal Points and Views
Structure Planting
Surface Modelling
Screening and Privacy
Trees
Woodlands
Shrubs and Hedges
Climbers and Wall Shrubs
Ground-cover Plants
Herbaceous Plants and Bulbs
Grasses
6. Plants: the functional role
Wind Shelter
Air Quality
Soil Stabilization
7. Plant Selection
Form
Texture
Colour
Scent
Sound
REGARDING PLANTS :
1. Introduction [includes 9 basic principles related to client's brief
and site character]
2. Plant Growth
Climate (Exposure; Frost)
Light
Water
Soils (Inorganic particles; Organic matter; Soil Water; Soil
alkalinity or acidity (pH); Plant Nutrients)
Plant Ecology
8. Trees
Trees and Buildings (Ground levels; The water-table; Roots
and underground services; Roots and foundations; Paving;
Protection; Felling; Planting trees near buildings)
Trees and Roads in the Countryside
Trees in Towns
Tress in Car Parks
Trees in the Countryside
9. Shrubs and Hedges
Shrubs (Maintenance)
Hedges (Planting; Maintenance (Formal hedges; Informal
Hedges; Rural Hedges))
10. Climbers and Wall Shrubs
Growth Habit (Creepers; Twisters and twiners; Wall Shrubs)
Supports
Planting
11. Ground Cover
12. Herbaceous Plants and Bulbs
13. Design with Grasses
14. Plant Supply
15. Planting & Establishment of Trees & Shrubs
16. Woodlands
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Leszczynski, Nancy A. (1999), Planting the Landscape: A Professional Approach to
Garden Design, New York: John Wiley & Sons.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Chapter 1 Examination of Historical Precedent
[NB short lists of major plants given for each short text section]
 Reflections of Culture
 Ancient Egyptian Gardens
 Ancient Greek Gardens
 Ancient Roman Gardens
 Ancient Chinese Gardens
 Japanese Gardens
 Medieval European Gardens
 Moorish Gardens
 Gardens of Renaissance Italy
 The Formal French Garden
 The English Landscape Garden
 The English Victorian Garden
 The Edwardian Garden
 The American Garden (1840-1920)
 Modern Landscape Architecture in America (1940-1970)
 The Environment Movement (1970-present)
Chapter 2 Analyzing the Environment
 The Environment: Climate and Soil
 Climate (temperature; moisture content; light; wind; the
environmental analysis drawing: climate)
 Soil (physical and chemical structure, moisture, aeration;
physical structure; chemical structure; the environmental
analysis drawing: soil)
Chapter 3 Exploring Design Ideas
 Establishing a design concept
 Determining the design program
 Creating the design
 Design analysis of folly farm (axial conditions; circulation;
geometry; grid; hierarchy; points of transition; structuring
elements; public versus private space; the borrowed view; figure
and ground)
Chapter 4 Creating a Design Vocabulary: Elements of the
Garden
 Plant form and function (plants create an architectural
framework; plants produce aesthetic effects; plants modify the
microclimate; plants provide solutions to engineering problems)
 Summary: the Ellis-Mahoney Garden concept to design
development
Chapter 5 Composing the Planting Design
 Five fundamental elements of planting composition (line, form,
mass, texture, color)
 Line, form, and mass
 Texture
 Color (physical color; emotional ef fect of color; color quality)
REGARDING PLANTS :
Chapter 6 Developing a Plant Palette
 Functional Requirements (the plants; seasonal effects)
 Horticultural Requirements (light requirements; soil and
moisture requirements)
 Maintenance Requirements
 The Planting Plan (plan drawing; Plant List; Planting Notes;
Plant details; specifying plant size)
 Nursery Sourcing and Contract Growing
Chapter 7 Planting the Garden
 Site Preparation
 Quality of Planting Stock
 Planting Time
 Plant Placement
 Planting Method (The planting hole; staking trees; mulch)
 Initial Maintenance (watering; insect and disease problems;
pruning; fertilizing)
Chapter 8 Maintaining the Garden
 Watering
 Feeding and Fertilizing
 Pruning and Mowing
 Weeding
 [Monitoring and controlling] insects and disease.
Also see "Planting Design Process" checklist
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Eckbo, Garrett (1956), The Art of Home Landscaping, New York: McGraw-Hill.
REGARDING DESIGN :
1. Why Landscape?
2. Problems
Problems of Land (Climate, Climatic Regions, Topography,
Vegetation, Soils) ; Problems of Structural Development
(Neighborhoods, Houses) ; Problems of People.
3. Home Planning
When to Make Decisions ; After the House is Built ; How to
Make a Plan ; Know-Why ; Significance of Plans ; Know-
How.
4. Case Studies
5. Foundations
Drainage ; Soil Conditioning ; Utilities.
6. Surfacing
Hard Paving ; Soft Surfacing ; Changes in Level ;
Connections Between Levels Scale & Selection.
7. Enclosure
Size ; Materials ; Wood Construction ; Masonry
Construction; Planted enclosure ; Decisions on Enclosure.
8. Shelter
Weather Control ; Shelter Details ; Trees ; Shelter
Decisions.
9. Enrichment
Plant Elements ; Rock ; Other Natural Materials ; Man-Made
Elements ; Color ; Art in the Garden ; Choice.
11. Procedure
The Plan ; Consultation and Installation ; Management.
12. At Home in the Neighborhood
Neighbors must Co-operate; Public and Private Living; The
Landscape of the Street ; The Neighborhood Landscape ;
The Master Plan ; In Conclusion.
REGARDING PLANTS :
10. Plants and Planting
Plant Science (morphology and physiology, ecology,
taxonomy, horticulture);
Plant Selection (horticultural classification for landscaping,
physical classification for landscaping, ultimate size,
natural form, texture, color, fragrance);
Unity and Variety (native or foreign plants, selection)
Arrangement
Maintenance (minimum requirements, anticipation of
maintenance, reducing maintenance, natural factors
in maintenance, other factors).
Hobhouse, Penelope (1988), Garden Style, London: Frances Lincoln.
REGARDING DESIGN :
inspiration & eduction ; a garden in its setting ; garden
structure ; the patterned garden ; the more natural garden ;
the flower garden & colour border inspiration & education ;
gardens within gardens
garden structure [chapter]
designing the framework ; avenues ; hedges ; evergreen
framing ; archways & pergolas [etc.]
the patterned garden [chapter]
plants as decorative elements ; hard & soft patterns ; kitchen
gardens ; informal flower patterns; knot gardens;
the parterre ; the maze ; topiary ; water patterns
REGARDING PLANTS :
the more natural garden [chapter]
informal planting ; Robinsonian planting ; groundcover ; shrub
borders ; woodland ; self-seeding plants ; water ; the 'new
style'
the flower garden & colour border [chapter]
planting themes ; mixed planting ; Gertrude Jekyll's Style ; the
border ; planting with colour
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Hobhouse, Penelope (1994), Plants in Garden History, London: Pavilion Books.
REGARDING DESIGN & PLANTS:
CHAPTER ONE
The Origins of Gardening in the West
CHAPTER TWO
The Gardens of Islam
CHAPTER THREE
The Medieval Gardens of Christendom
CHAPTER FOUR
Botanists, Plantsmen and Gardeners of Renaissance Europe
CHAPTER FIVE
The Gardens of the Italian Renaissance
CHAPTER SIX
The Origin and Development of French Formality
CHAPTER SEVEN
The Eighteenth-century English Landscape
CHAPTER EIGHT
Expansion and Experiment in the Nineteenth Century
CHAPTER NINE
The Development of North American Horticulture
CHAPTER TEN
The Twentieth Century: Conservation of Plants in
Gardening.
Thomas, Graham (1998), Trees in the Landscape . London: John Murray. (first
published 1983).
REGARDING DESIGN :
1. A Short History of the Landscape
2. The Handling of the Landscape
Archives
Dramatic Terrain
Flat Land
Water
Fences and Boundaries
Tricks and Devices
Colour and Texture of Foliage
Shapes of Trees
The Vertical Line
The Winter Scene
The Approach to a House
3. The Art of Screening and Planting
Buildings Attractive and Otherwise
Tree Guards
Today’s Problems
Problems and Solutions
Early Inspection and Advice
Naturalised Plants
Man-made Sites
6. Avenues
8. The Landscape of the Garden
Suiting the Plants to the Conditions
Joining the Garden to the House
Transition from Garden to Landscape
10. Trees through Other Eyes and Minds
REGARDING PLANTS:
4. Practical Points in regards to Planting
Local Conditions
Local Scenery
Desired Height
Planting Sizes
Mixed Planting
Protection of Trees
Hedgerow Trees
New Roads
The Value of Instant Recognition
Seed-raised Plants
5. A List of Trees and Shrubs
7. Today’s Afterthoughts
9. Some Parks and Landscape in the National Trust
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MARKET = UK/USA Home/Prof Gardeners
Joyce, David and Jerry Harpur (photographer) (1998), The Royal Horticultural Society:
The Garden Plant Selector, London: Ryland Peters & Small.
REGARDING DESIGN :
PLANTS IN THE WILD
The Making of Plant Communities
Temperature
Rainfall, humidity and moisture in the soil
Sun and shade
Soil
Wind
Human influence
Major Plant Communities
Forests, woods and woodland
Tropical forests
Scrubland
Grasslands
Heath, moorland and tundra
Water and wet places
Mountainous and rocky landscapes
Desert
Coastal areas
PLANTS IN GARDENS
The Garden's Character
Sunny flower borders and beds
Sunny mixed borders
Ornamentals competing with grass
Trees
Climbers
Shrubs in woodland
The woodland floor
Borders in shade
Special Conditions and Solutions
The acid-alkaline divide
Specialized gardens on acid soils
Moisture-retentive and heavy soils
Water and waterside gardens
Dry and desert gardens
Places for rock plants
Gardens near the sea
Tropical and subtropical gardens
REGARDING PLANTS :
PLANT DIRECTORY
Using the Directory
Trees
Shrubs
Conifers
Climbers
Roses
Perennials
Bulbs, Corms and Tubers
Annuals and Biennials
Bamboos, Grasses, Grass-like Plants and Ferns
Plants for special conditions [lists]
 Plants for sunny dry conditions
 Waterside and bog plants
 Plants tolerant of dry shade
 Plants for heavy clay soils
 Plants for alkaline soils
 Plants for moist acid conditions
 Plants for coastal gardens
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MARKET = UK/USA Home/Prof Gardeners
Iversen, Richard R. (1999), The Exotic Garden: designing with tropical plants in
almost any climate. Newtown, CT: Taunton Press
REGARDING DESIGN :
1. Tropical Plants
Tropical Plants on tropical Environments
Tropical Plants in Temperate Gardens
(Unique needs of tropical plants in temperate gardens;
Historical uses of tropical plants in temperate gardens)
2. Designing with Tropical Plants
Color
(Setting the mood; Strong contrasts; Subtle contrasts;
Color in foliage)
Texture
(Fine Textures; Coarse textures; An Essential Coarse-
textured Pair)
Form
(Architectural form; Agavaceous Architecture; Flexible
forms; Plant forms change over time)
3. Tropical Borders
Tropical borders as part of an Enclosed Garden
Constructing Enclosed Borders
(Creating enclosure; Sizing the Garden; Creating the
pathways; Preparing the soil)
Designing Tropical Borders
(Establishing a color theme; Arranging the plants;
Swimming-Pool Gardens)
Variegated Plants for Tropical Borders
(Speckled, Splotched, and Striped Acanths)
4. Tropical Beds
Victorian Tropical Lawn Beds (gardenesque bedding
shapes; geometric bedding shapes)
Today's Tropical Lawn Beds
Designing Tropical Lawn Beds (asymmetric beds;
symmetric beds)
(Contrasting color, texture, and form)
Constructing Tropical Lawn Beds
Plants for Tropical Beds
(Flowering favorites; Foliage favorites; Indian shot
(Canna indica ); Elephant's ears (Calocasia esculenta);
Castor bean (Ricinus communis))
5. Tropical Containers
Siting Containers
All about Containers
(Container size; Container style; Container material)
Container Culture
(Growing mixes; Growing-Mix Formulas; Watering;
Fertilizing)
Container Plants (Container Topiary)
(Architectural specimen plants; Mixed planting
arrangements; Vines)
REGARDING PLANTS :
6. Growing Tropical Plants
Planting
(When to plant; How to plant; From Pot to Soil)
Maintenance
(Watering and fertilizing; Weeding and pruning)
Overwintering
Propagation
Spring Bulb Gardens
A Tropical Plant Glossary
[Alphabetical listing with descriptions of plants]
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Maloney, Betty and Jean Walker (1966), Designing Australian Bush Gardens. Sydney:
Horwitz + (1967), More About Bush Gardens. Sydney: Horwitz.
(1966) REGARDING mostly DESIGN :
The tree dictates the ground cover
Leaf mulches
The importance of not digging
Living ground covers
Pebble and gravel mulches
The sand mulch
Wood and bark mulches
Shell mulch
Ground covers control the contours
The character of wood
The dignity of stone and boulder
The serenity of water
Plants for damp places
Walking and sitting places
Fences and living screens
Planing your own bush garden
Small property with large ideas
School courtyard plan
Sea-spray garden
Sand-dune garden
Mountain weekender
Regeneration planting
Floral emblems.
(1967) REGARDING mostly PLANTS :
Ferns
Fern garden
Some ferns to grow
Cycads – living fossils
Pines
Palms
Eucalypts
Some eucalypts to grow
Bracken
Bracken garden plan
Angophora garden
Banksias
Some banksias to grow
Persoonias
Grass trees
The acacia stand
More wattles to grow
Tea tree copse
Sand-dune garden
Plants for sandy places
The balance of nature
Nectar and pollen garden
Casuarinas
Casuarinas to grow.
Stones, Ellis (1971), Australian Garden Design, South Melbourne: Macmillan.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Design (chapter 1)
[no subheadings, mostly photos]
Australian focus
REGARDING PLANTS :
Plant relationship (chapter 8)
[no subheadings, mostly photos]
Wilson, Glen (1975), Landscaping with Australian Plants, West Melbourne: Thomas
Nelson & Son.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Basic Design (chapter 1)
 some general design principles
 design in relation to construction
 design in relation to maintenance
 designing the planting
REGARDING PLANTS :
Plants in the Landscape (chapter 2)
 the contribution of plants
 selecting plants
 plants and space
 native and introduced plants together
Appendixes [plant of different uses]:
 plants for interesting shade patterns
 plants for screening
 plants for damp to wet soil conditions
 low-growing plants (to about one metre high)
 plant combinations
 some plants having aromatic foliage or perfumed flowers
 spreading plant that may be trained against a wall or fence
 trees for the upper canopy
 plants with distinctive foliage or habit for use with modern
architecture or to give a slightly exotic character
 aquatic plants
 tufting plants
 plants worth trying for direct seeding
 large shrubs and small trees to about ten metres high, for
training on clean trunks
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Watts, Peter (1981), The Gardens of Edna Walling, Melbourne: National Trust of
Australia (Victoria).
REGARDING DESIGN :
Trademarks and Signature Tunes (ch.4)
 Structural & Architectural Design
 Perspective and Deception
 Creating Pictures & Natural Effects
 Colonnades and Pergolas
 Balustrades
 Proportion and Scale
 Simplicity
 Exploiting Levels
 Steps and Ramps
 Watering
 Pools
 Materials
 Driveways and Pathways
 Rocks and Boulders
 Walls
 Planting Form
 Planting Mixture
 Colour in Planting
 Grouping Plants
REGARDING PLANTS :
Appendix II: Plants commonly used by Walling
 trees for shrub beds
 fastigiate trees for vertical contrast
 specimen trees in lawns
 trees for copse planting
 plants for walls, fences and trellises
 Medium to large shrubs
 small shrubs
 low plants for edging paths
 ground-covering plants
 free-growing hedges
 climbing plants
 herbaceous perennials
 plants for small pots
 quick-growing nurse plants
[Walling was 'converted' to natives in 1950s; gardens for gardeners
= gradual development by owners with help from Walling]
Edmanson, Jane and Lorrie Lawrence (1992), The Australian Garden, Ringwood, Vic:
Viking.
REGARDING DESIGN :
[design & plants mixed in these chapters]
Picture Making [chapter 3]
(ways and means; trees; shrubs; perennials; annuals; bulbs;
climbing plants; grasses, bamboos and similar plants; palms,
cycads and ferns; pond plants)
Garden Features [chapter 5]
(dressing up the boundaries; living screens and walks; places to
sit; garden ornament; pergolas; arches, arbours and gazebos;
ferneries and glasshouses; water in the garden; barbecues;
children's play areas)
REGARDING PLANTS :
Garden with Gardens [chapter 6]
(roses enmasse; shady places; a place in the sun; herb
gardens; vegetable gardens; gardens in containers; just for
picking: cutting gardens; gardens for children)
Gardens for Today [chapter 7]
 an Australian native garden
 a garden hot and dry
 a tropical garden
 a garden on the coast
 a cottage garden
 a courtyard garden
 a balcony garden
 gardens for people with special needs
 gardens for busy people
 an oriental garden
 an Italian garden
Mason, John (1995), Tropical and warm climate gardening, Sydney: Bay Books.
REGARDING DESIGN :
[no chapter numbers] Introduction:
warm climates
garden styles (formal or informal, bush gardens, dry garden
(xeriscapes), organic gardens, permaculture gardens, cottage
gardens, companion planting, spiral gardens, no-dig gardens,
oriental gardens, middle eastern gardens, walled gardens)
selecting appropriate plants (aesthetics, function, growth
characteristics, hardiness, suitability to the location, fragrance,
safety, life span)
your special needs
REGARDING PLANTS :
Designing your garden:
preplanning stage, developing a concept plan, drawing a detailed
plan
plant themes (grasses and grass-like plants, dominant trees,
conifer garden, daisy garden, eucalypt forest, she-oak forest,
cacti and succulent garden, fragrant garden, tropical garden,
vegetable and fruit gardens)
8 chapters headed:
vines and climbers / shrubs / bulbs and perennials / annuals /
orchids and bromeliads / cacti and succulents / water plants /
palms, cycads and ferns
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Writers = Professional Gard/Des & MARKET = AUST. Home/Prof
Gardeners
Lake, Julie (1996), Gardening in a Hot Climate, Port Melbourne: Lothian.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Chapter 1 Creating a Garden in a Hot Climate
Designing your hot-climate garden
Chapter 2 Directory of Garden Styles
A low-maintenance garden / A shady garden / The tropical rainforest
touch / Pools, ponds and swimming pools / A seaside garden / The
natural look / Hot and dry gardens / An instant garden
Chapter 3 Garden design challenges
Planning for problem areas / Storm warning! / Fire Protection
REGARDING PLANTS :
Chapter 4 Plant Directory
Trees / Palms / Shrubs / Climbers / The flower garden / Foliage and
fillers
Chapter 5 Walls 'n' Floors
Hedges and screens / Lawns and groundcovers
Chapter 6 A Productive Garden
Fruit / Vegetables / Herbs and spices
Chapter 7 Pottering About
Gardening in containers / Shadehouses and garden sheds /
Propagating your own plants
Chapter 8 Caring for your gardens
Before you start: the importance of soil and drainage /
Planting / Watering, feeding and mulching / Pruning / The plant
clinic
Bangay, Paul (1996), The Defined Garden: the garden design of Paul Bangay,
Ringwood, Vic: Viking.
REGARDING DESIGN :
 order and abandon
 a marriage of house and garden
 simplicity in small places
 vistas and expanses
 softening the geometry
 a country woman's city garden
 tradition in a warm climate *
 designing along axes
 levels and enclosures
 delights and deceptions
 a walled garden on a hill
 adding depth and perspective
 pleasing and provoking the eye
 a serene garden
 a private world
 vegetables and a Victorian pavilion
 my mother's garden
 botanica
REGARDING PLANTS :
[formal approaches, examples from Victoria with one garden from
Sydney]
Writers = Professional Gard/Des & MARKET = AUST. Home/Prof
Gardeners
Nottle, Trevor (1996), Gardens of the Sun, Kenthurst, NSW: Kangaroo Press.
REGARDING DESIGN :
[Mediterranean climate]
[no chapter numbers] e.g.
Horti-cultural baggage
travelling with ideas
enclosed behind walls
a new orchard and garden
a garden for quiet waters
lessons in stones
patterns in black and green
native dimensions and other problems
'A' is for agapanthus [& beschorneria, ceanothus, xanthorrhoea,
yuccas, & zamias]
manavlins for mavens
the time to plant crocuses [etc.]
REGARDING PLANTS :
Horti-cultural baggage [arguments against]:
the dislike of spiky & succulent plants
the absolute necessity of winter pruning - particularly of roses
the idea that having many flowers in Winter is impossible
the necessity for digging and cultivating
the idea that decorative grasses bring snakes (and bushfires)
brown is bad [& green is good]
shaggy is bad - neat is nice, neater is nicer still
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Writers = Professional Gard/Des & MARKET = AUST. Home/Prof
Gardeners
McFarlane, Annette (1997), Successful gardening in warm climates, East Roseville,
NSW: Kangaroo Press.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Nothing.
REGARDING PLANTS :
Section 2 – Productive Gardens:
(vegetables, herbs, fruiting trees and vines)
Section 3- Ornamental Gardens:
(annuals and herbaceous perennials, azaleas and vireyas,
camellias, gardenias, hibiscus, roses, Australian native plants,
rainforest plants, spectacular warm-climate plants.)
Wijaya, Made (1999), Tropical Garden Design, London: Thames and Hudson
REGARDING DESIGN :
Introduction
Developing a Tropical Garden Style
Arts and Crafts Gardens in the Tropics
Villa Bebek – A Tropical Oasis of Calm
1 A Brief History of Early Tropical Gardens
A Guide to the Great Colonial Gardens of the Tropical
World
Tropical Bungalow Gardens
The Hawaiian Style
Suburban Gardens
Modern Tropical Gardens
2 Balinese Gardens
The Rustic Charm Movement
Balinese Walled Gardens
3 Courtyards, Patios, Terraces and Walled Compounds
Terraces and Patios
The Verandah View
Palm Courts and Fern Gullies
Small Walled Courts
Villa Bebek Courts
Paths and Pavings
Steps
Roof Gardens
4 Water Gardens
Ponds and Lakes
Floating Pavilions
Balinese Water Gardens
Fountains and Spouts
5 Swimming Pools
Creating a Jungle Pool
Pool Furniture
Spas, Health and Sports Clubs
8 Tropical Garden Art
Statues
Follies, Gates, Pavilions and Bridges
Compong
Garden Furniture
Tropical Garden Lighting
REGARDING PLANTS :
6 Planting Schemes
Shapes in Nature
The Softening Touch
Colour and Movement
Mellow Yellow
Tropical White Gardens
7 Plants
Trees as Canopies
Palms
Ferns
Ground Covers
Bamboo
Vines and Creepers
Water Plants
Appendix 1:
The Villa Bebek
Appendix 2:
Trees and Shrubs that Flower in the Wet Season
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Writers = Amateurs & MARKET = HOME GARDENERS ( #2)
Hirschfeld, Jo (1991), What to Plant Where in Brisbane and the Coasts, 2nd edition,
Newstead: Albion Press for Author.
REGARDING DESIGN :
2. Planning Your Garden (by George Williams)
3. How to Design Your Garden (GW)
4. Planning for the smaller acreage property (GW)
No planting design notes included.
Extracts from an article "Cottage Gardens" by Harry Caulfield
provides lists of plants for particular uses:
 Plants suitable for romantic or cottage type gardens
 Perfumed Plants
 Plants which emit a pleasant fragrance to the air
 Plants with aromatic foliage when crushed
 Formal shaped plants
 Clumping, Tufting or Grassing plants
 Fruiting Plants
 Rainforest-type planting
 Attracting Birds to your garden.
REGARDING PLANTS :
Rest of book contains lists of plants, arranged under types with
some specific horticultural notes:
 Climbers
 Ground covers
 Shrubs under 1 metre
 Shrubs over 1 metre
 Azaleas
 Roses
 Camellias
 Hints on Growing Australian Natives
 Australian Native Shrubs
 Trees
 Palms
 Citrus
Myers-Cooke, Brodee (1996), Gardens are for Pleasure, Sydney: Angus & Robertson.
REGARDING DESIGN :
Sensory Pleasure Gardens:
(listening garden; fragrant –;
touching –; tasting – ; night – .)
Living Pleasure Gardens:
(bird garden; butterfly – ; wildlife – )
Passive Pleasure Gardens:
(reading garden; resting – ; bathing – )
REGARDING PLANTS :
Interactive Pleasure Gardens:
(tea garden; posy – ; maze –.)
Landscaping Your Garden:
horizontal elements
vertical elements
pleasure plant index
[design & plants are mixed chapters]
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Appendix 2
Typologies of Contaminated Sites
(reproduced from Steiner, 2001c
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